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Broadband matching between arbitrary load and source impedances 
is investigated„ An ideal impedance match over a finite frequency 
range is interpreted herein as a constant power transfer over the 
frequency range, the constant power being equal to the maximum power 
available from the generator. Except for the case of very simple 
load and source networks, it is not possible to achieve the ideal 
matching condition» Neither is it generally possible to transfer a 
constant, though less than maximum,, power over a finite frequency 
range with a finite number of elements in the matching section. It 
is possible, however, to transfer a "reasonably constant" power over 
a finite frequency range with matching sections having a finite number 
of elements•• The allusion to "reasonably constant*1 power transfer 
indicates that the power transfer level is confined between an upper 
and lower limit in the pass bando The tolerance or ripple is a 
measure of the difference between the upper and lower limits„ For 
each particular method of specifying the form of behavior in the 
pass band, there exists an interdependence between the level of 
power transfer and the tolerance„ For convenience, the power level 
is expressed herein in terms of network transmission and reflection 
coefficients and return loss functions, 
The solution to the problem utilizes a cascade connection of a 
load impedance, a lossless matching network, and a lossless source 
network interposed between a purely resistive generator impedance and 
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the matching networks The load impedance and source network, though 
arbitrary, are known0 Through the Darlington equivalent circuit 
representation, the load impedance is specified as a lossless two 
terminal-pair (known as the load network), terminated in a one-ohm 
resistance,, Previous work, notably by Fano and Bode, deals with 
cascaded load impedances and matching networks, wherein the character-
istics of the overall system are investigated through constraints 
imposed by the load network onlye The additional specification of 
the source networks of this study introduces constraints at both ends 
of the overall system. It is because of these constraints that the 
problem of this study differs from previous work. 
The objectives considered in the study are listed below0 
(a) Determine in terms of the reflection and transmission 
coefficients of the source and load networks the conditions of physical 
realizability and limits of bandwidth and matching level imposed on 
the overall system (source, matching,, and load networks) by the known 
load and source networks0 
(b) Develop network functions which are in accord with the 
realizability conditions and which lead to realizable matching networks 
with a. finite number of elementso 
(c) Investigate methods and procedures for applying the results 
of (a) and (b) to systems having load and source networks of high 
complexity0 
(d) Develop|methods of constructing matching networks of any 
desired complexity consistent with (a) and (b) above. 
(e) Demonstrate the methods of (d) by several examples, 
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The problem of this study is solved within the framework of 
specific types of parameters. For example, all the networks, i0e„, 
load, matching, source, or any combination thereof, are lossless two-
terminal-pair networks. The terminations are normalized as one-ohm 
resistances• The load impedance becomes the load network and 
terminating resistance through use of a Darlington equivalent network„ 
Modern network theory is employed for describing the behavior of loss-
less networks terminated in one-ohm resistances• 
Through use of Tchebycheff functions of the first kind, a form 
of matching behavior is preselected which leads to variation of power 
transfer between fixed limits in the pass band and a monotonic approach 
to a final value in the stop bando 
Subsequent to the choice and introduction of the Tchebycheff 
form of behavior, emphasis of the matching problem is centered on low 
pass transmission, with the real-frequency transmission zeros located 
at infinity., In this type of transmission, matching takes place over 
a band of frequencies extending from zero to some finite value of 
frequencyo 
The necessary and sufficient conditions of physical realizability 
imposed on the overall system are found in terms of the reflection and 
transmission coefficients of the known load and source networks<, As a 
consequence, Taylor series expansions of the return losses about 
transmission zeros of the known load and source networks can be made. 
The coefficients of the resultant expansions contain information about 
conditions which the zeros and poles of the overall reflection coeffi-
cients must satisfy,, 
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A set of contour integrals serves to establish the link between 
the behavior of the overall reflection coefficient at real frequencies 
and the coefficients of the Taylor series expansions of return losses 
about transmission zeross The integrands consist of the return losses 
multiplied by weighting functions which introduce poles of appropriate 
multiplicity at the:zeros of transmission. Two sets of equations 
result when the products are integrated around a closed contour in 
the s-plane0 'Through appropriate manipulation^ the integrals serve 
to specify the behavior at real frequencies of the magnitude of a 
prescribed return loss in terms of the Taylor series coefficients„ 
In order to obtain a consistent set of equations for relating 
the integrals to the Taylor series coefficients, it often is necessary 
to introduce additional terms which appear herein as simple right-half 
s-plane reflection zeros or double zeros of reflection on the positive 
real axis0 In particular, the added double zeros of reflection release 
a condition of fixed difference between corresponding pairs of integral 
equations. It is to be noted, however, that the addition of either 
type of reflection zero always has the effect of reducing the possible 
gain o 
Certain conclusions are reached with regard to gain and 
tolerance, where gain is used herein as the level of power transfer in 
the pass band and can be expressed in terms of |t| or ln(l/|o | ) and 
tolerance is a measure of the ripple or variation in gain throughout 
the pass bando 
For particular load and source networks and a fixed n, it is 
possible to (a) obtain any desired gain less than a fixed limiting 
xi 
value if no restriction is placed on the tolerance and (b) to obtain 
any desired tolerance less than a fixed limiting value if no restric-
tion is placed on gain. In regard to (a) and (b) above, a decrease 
in tolerance always causes a decrease in gain,, 
If both a desired gain and tolerance are specified in advance, 
it may or may not be possible to find a suitable matching network. In 




Definition of the Problem 
Power transfer.,—-At a fixed real frequency the problem of obtaining 
maximum power transfer between an energy source and an unrestricted 
load is solved easily by making the load impedance the complex con-
jugate of the source impedance „ On the other hand., if the load is re-
stricted and does not permit conjugacy, the power transferred is usual-
ly less than that of the unrestricted case, but never greater than that 
of the unrestricted cases 
In variable frequency circuits the discussion of maximum power 
transfer becomes more complicated than in fixed frequency circuits, 
since the parameters involved usually are functions of frequency. A 
typical variable frequency problem can be represented by the attempt to 
obtain a power match over a finite frequency band between a generator 
having a purely resistive internal impedance and a complex load im-
pedance ZT„ If the; conditions of the problem postulate a lossless two-
terminal-pair matching section, it can be shown that a perfect match 
cannot always be obtained for all frequencies in a finite band, for 
such a requirement would demand that the matching network present a 
complex conjugate impedance to the generator over a finite band of fre-
quencies. Furthermore, an infinite number of elements and complete 
freedom of choice of those elements are required in the matching sec-
tion if the power match (less than perfect though it might be) is to be 
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constant over a finite band of frequencies (1). 
As restrictions are placed on the source and load, the ability of 
the matching section to effect even a reasonably constant match is al-
tered drastically. If, in addition to a load Zr, a specified source im-
pedance is interposed between the generator and the matching section9 
the added restrictions and conditions of matching are such as to warrant 
a careful and complete examination of the theoretical limitations and 
physical realizability conditions imposed on the complete network. This 
study is devoted to the investigation of the limitations and physical 
realizability conditions imposed on systems utilizing lossless networks 
between arbitrary generator source impedances and arbitrary load im-
pedances 0 
Matching and filter sections,—Prior to formulating a concise statement 
of the problem with definite objectives and methods, it is convenient to 
discuss briefly some of the general properties of matching and matching 
sections. A more detailed description of the matching sections and 
their relationship to the source and load sections is presented in 
Chapter II, under the heading HThe Networks.^ 
Two-terminal-pair networks of the type considered have wide ap-
plication as filter:networks as well as matching networks. In many re-
spects, matching and filter networks are similar in that (a) trans-
mission is desired over certain frequency ranges and not desired over 
others, (b) the methods of synthesis are often identical, and (c) the 
final form and physical arrangement of elements are often similar. In 
other respects, however, filter networks and matching networks can 
differ markedly. Filters are often designed to have a perfect impedance 
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match at several frequencies in a pass band, although at other frequen-
cies nrlthin "the pass band the impedance match may be poor. The poorer 
impedance match at some frequencies is accepted in exchange for benefits 
of sharper cut-off characteristics and good attenuation characteristics 
in the stop band* On the other hand, matching networks are usually 
found to transfer power inefficiently when perfect impedance matches 
exist at several frequencies => The criterion for matching in this study 
is optimum power transfer, constant within given limits, over a speci-
fied frequency range* For convenience, the absolute value of the com-
plex return loss is used as a measure of power transfer. The complex 
return loss is the principal value of the natural logarithm of the 
reciprocal of the reflection coefficient. A discussion of the criterion 
for optimum power transfer is contained in Chapter III. 
Statement of the problem»—In this study, a two-terminal-pair source 
network and a load impedance-are specified. A suitable two-terminal-
pair matching network is to be determined and interposed between the 
source network and the load impedance. In order to utilize the proper-
ties of lossless networks, the load impedance is replaced by its 
Darlington equivalent network (2), which consists of a lossless two-
terminal -pair network terminated in a pure resistance0 The input im-
pedance of the Darlington equivalent network is identical with that of 
the load impedance which it replaces. The introduction of the 
Darlington equivalent network completes a set of cascaded, lossless 
two terminal-pairs consisting, in order, of the source network, the 
matching network, and the load network. The load network is the loss-
less part of the Darlington equivalent of the load impedance. The above 
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combination, which can be considered as a lossless two terminal-pair in 
itself, is terminated on the source end by the generator resistance and 
on the load end by the Darlington network resistance. Concise state-
ments of the specific objectives of this study are as followsi 
(a) Determine in terms of the reflection and transmission coef-
ficients of the source and load networks the conditions of physical 
realizability and the limits of bandwidth and matching level imposed on 
the overall system of source, matching, and load networks by the known 
load and source networks„ 
(b) Develop network functions which are in accord with the 
realizability conditions and which also lead to realizable matching net-
works with a finite number of elements <, 
(c) Investigate methods and procedures for applying the results 
of (a) and (b) to load and source networks of high complexity. 
(d) Develop methods to construct matching networks of any de-
sired complexity, consistent with the conditions of (a) and (b) above. 
(e) Demonstrate the methods of (d) by means of examples,, 
Reflection and transmission coefficients are used extensively 
herein to describe the behavior of the network functions. They are 
functions of the complex frequency variable s=(JfjCi3 and are discussed 
in detail in Chapter1 XIo As was mentioned earlier, the complex return 
loss is directly related to the reflection coefficients. The necessary 
and sufficient conditions for physical realizability of the overall 
system (in which the matching network is included) are given in the 
following paragraph for convenience in discussing the more general 
aspects of this study. These conditions are developed in Chapter III. 
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All the transmission zeros (i,e0, zeros of the transmission 
coefficients) of the source and load networks which lie in the right-
half s-plane or on the imaginary axis must occur as transmission zeros 
of the complete system with at least the same multiplicity,, In addi-
tion, a certain number of coefficients of the Taylor series expansions 
about transmission zeros for the return losses of the source and load 
network must be equal to the corresponding coefficients of return loss 
expansions of the complete system (source, matching, and load networks). 
A set of contour integrals serves to establish the link between 
the behavior of the reflection coefficients at real frequencies (i.e., 
along the imaginary axis in the s-plane) and the coefficients of the 
Taylor series. To show this, the return losses are multiplied by 
weighting functions which introduce poles of appropriate multiplicity 
at the zeros of transmission„ T??o sets of equations result when the re-
turn loss weighting:function products are integrated about a closed con-
tour in the s-plane4 The integration contour consists of the imaginary 
axis and the semicircle at infinity in the right-half s-plane. 
Through use of an approximating function which specifies certain 
relationships among ;the poles and zeros of the transmission and reflec-
tion coefficients, it is possible to assemble a set of equations from 
the integral relationships and thereby determine the reflection coef-
ficients of the complete system as a ratio of polynomials in s. Once 
the expressions for :the reflection coefficients of the complete system 
have been found, it is a relatively simple matter to obtain the cor-
responding input impedances and synthesize the matching network. 
It is shown in Chapter III that in case the integral relation-
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ships do not at first yield a consistent set of equations, it is possi-
ble to introduce terms which serve to bring about consistency. The 
additive terms are in the form of right-half s-plane zeros of the re-
flection coefficients6 Whenever additional right-half s-plane reflec-
tion coefficient zeros are introduced, a reduction in possible gain 
always results. 
The major differences between the problem considered herein and 
previous work arise;at this points In previous work, only the load is 
specified, leaving complete freedom of choice of the elements at one 
end (source end) of the matching network* Because of this freedom of 
choice, an optimizing procedure can be developed which results in finite 
networks with least maximum absolute values of reflection coefficients. 
If the resultant tolerance or Hripplen in reflection coefficient is not 
sufficiently small, the alternative is to redesign the network for an 
increased number of elements, 
In the problem of this study, necessary and sufficient conditions 
for physical realizability are developed simultaneously from behavior at 
the load and source ends of the network system rather than at just one 
endo It is found that the development of these conditions and the 
associated integral relationships not only describe behavior at each 
end of the network system, but also reveal that the integral relation-
ships developed at opposite ends of the network system are not in-
dependent of each other„ It is shown in Chapter III that for a given 
type of response (Tchebycheff, ButterYforth, etc«) and a given complexi-
ty of matching section, the specification of both the load and source 
networks leads to a unique matching network which may or may not be 
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within acceptable limits of tolerance. Furthermore, the tolerance does 
not necessarily decrease to zero as the number of elements is increased 
indefinitely. As shown in Chapter III, this disturbing situation is 
especially evident when the element of the load network nearest the 
terminating resistance is equal to the element of the source network 
nearest the generator resistance. In this case, there exists the un-
desirable (undesirable from a matching standpoint) condition of perfect 
match at some frequencies and poor match at others. The situation is 
not improved appreciably as the complexity of the matching network in-
creases a 
The difficulty reported above is alleviated by imbedding an all-
pass structure within the matching network. The effect of imbedding 
the all-pass structure is to introduce a double right-half s-plane zero 
of reflection, which adds a term to one set of contour integral re-
lations and does not alter the other seto By proper selection of the 
added term, the tolerance can be controlled. The introduction of the 
added term and the means for inserting its effects into the network 
equations are considered as a contribution of this study,, 
History and Background 
Bode's contribution.;—'Bode (3) investigates the problem of finding a 
lossless section to match a parallel resistance-capacitance load to a 
generator source resistance. Regardless of what matching conditions 
are used, the system of the matching network and R-C load must satisfy 
the inequality 
I n ^ c k o i - I L , a) 
where JQJ is the absolute value of the reflection coefficient of the 
system at real frequencies, and R and C are the load parameters. Be-
cause of the limit on the integral of equation (1), any attempt to make 
IQ I small at any frequency in a pass band has the effect of either re-
ducing the bandwidth or causing |̂ ( to be large somewhere else in the 
pass band. If ln(l/|<?|) is constant at a value In(1/1QI ) over a 
bandwidth of 0)c radians per second and is zero elsewhere, the result of 
the integration is 
1 _L <^DL_. (2) n IQIma* GJbRC 
It is seen that the maximum value of In(1/1^ I ) is limited by the value 
TC/(*)CRC0 Bode (h) shows that when ln(l/|Q( ) is constant over the pass 
band and zero outside the pass band, the most efficient use of the in-
tegral of equation (1) is made,, 
Fano' s contribution.1--Fano {$) investigates the problem of matching an 
arbitrary load impedance to a source resistance by means of a lossless 
two-terminal-pair network. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
physical realizabilijty of input reflection coefficients of matching 
networks terminated in arbitrary load impedances are developed from co-
efficients of Taylor series expansions of ln(l/Q) about transmission 
zeros<> The physical; realizability conditions are converted to a set of 
contour integral relationships, one of which is Bode's constraint noted 
above. The set of contour integral relationships serves to establish 
the connection between 1̂ 1 at real frequencies and the Taylor coef-
ficients o 
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In considering the input reflection coefficient, the arbitrary 
load impedance is replaced by the equivalent Darlington representation 
(6) of a physically realizable impedance function as a purely reactive 
two terminal-pair, terminated in a pure resistance., The complexity of 
the Darlington equivalent circuit determines the number of necessary 
and sufficient conditions for physical realizability and thus the num-
ber of contour integral relations. The contour integral relations, in 
turn, fix the optimum bandwidth and tolerance of match. 
The optimum bandwidth and tolerance of match can be obtained 
only when an infinite number of elements are used in the matching sec-
tion. Fano develops a method of approaching this theoretical limit by 
means of a matching^network with a finite number of elements• 
Tchebycheff functions are used to determine a reflection coefficient, 
the absolute value of which oscillates between two given values in the 
pass band and approaches unity monotonically in the stop band* 
Once the reflection coefficient is established, it is possible 
to find the appropriate matching network through methods of modern net-
work synthesis. Fano develops matching networks for simple but impor-
tant types of loads and points out the difficulties which might be ex-
pected in applying his methods to more complex loads„ 
Carlin and LaRosa's contribution0—-Carlin and LaRosa (7), (8) extend 
Fano's matching problem in a somewhat different direction. Instead of 
using lossless matching sections and attempting to obtain constant 
magnitude of reflection coefficients, lossy matching sections are used 
and load power replaces ln(l/lQl ) as the parameter to be optimized* 
Carlin and LaRosa employ scattering matrices in conjunction with Fano's 
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integral relationships to effect a solution which may lead to simpler 
networks than those: derived by Fano's methods. One disadvantage of the 
Carlin and LaRosa method is that dissipation of energy occurs in the 
matching section• 
Purpose 
Practical applications.—The methods described herein can be applied to 
problems in which a power match between source and load is desired over 
a given frequency band. The methods are particularly useful when the 
match is to be made between a load and a network system which can be 
represented as a source network in series with the resistive impedance 
of a generator, 
One practical example occurs in the study of four-terminal 
amplifier interstage networks- The plate-to-cathode capacitance forms 
a source network, while the input circuit to the succeeding vacuum tube 
stage forms the loads A matching network can be placed between these 
source and load networks for broadband matching purposes. 
Another example occurs when a broadband, match is desired between 
a prescribed source (network and an impedance matching transformer. The 
simplest equivalent (circuit of the transformer and resistive termination 
is a series L-R combination, which can be interpreted as a simple load 
network and resistiv^ termination. 
A third example occurs in the study of matching a transmission 
line to a given load; impedance. If a lossless lumped-parameter 
equivalent circuit is used to represent the transmission line, it can 
be interpreted as a source network. The matching network can then be 
found by application: of the methods of this study. 
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Theoretical considerations.--Aside from any practical applications, the 
theoretical aspects! of the problem are sufficiently important to be an 
end in themselves. \ Known results are extended and generalized, and the 
consideration of the double zero of a reflection coefficient indicates 
a mode of attack which has not been exploited previously, 
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CHAPTER II 
GENERAL THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The Networks 
Three distinct networks, are considered in this study? the load 
network, the source: network, and the matching network. Each network is 
in the form of a lossless two terminal-pair, although originally the 
load network might appear in a different form which can be transformed 
to a lossless two terminal-pair by Darlington1s method (9)« 
The load network.—The load network consists of a lossless two terminal-
pair which is terminated on the far end by a load resistance. The load 
network and termination are derived from the given arbitrary load im-
pedance ZT by application of the Darlington representation (10) of the 
load impedance as the input impedance of a lossless two terminal-pair 
terminated in a resistance,, 
The source network.-f-The source network is a two terminal-pair connected 
in cascade between the generator resistance and the remainder of the 
circuit, as shown in Fig. 1<, Although originally the source network is 
completely arbitrary except for being lossless, the actual network 
which is used in the] analysis is the Darlington representation of the 
original source network„ 
The matching network :|.—-The matching network is a lossless two terminal-




















Techniques for Description of the Networks 
The load and|source networks are derived from previously stipu-
lated networks> whereas the matching netvrork is to be determined. The 
complete network consists of a generator represented as a source in 
series with a resistance, the source network, the matching network, the 
load network, and the load resistance. The arrangement of the networks 
is shown in Fig. 1. ; 
Complex frequency variable,--The complex frequency variable s=0+jG) is 
used in the description of impedances, reflection coefficients, etc., 
in order to take advantage of applicable mathematical methods from 
complex variable thedry„ 
Normalization«—The generator and load resistances can be normalized 
conveniently at values of one ohm each by using, if necessary, ideal 
transformers« This process permits a description of the lossless net-
works in terms of one-ohm resistive terminations,, Further, when both 
terminations are one-ohm resistances, it is immaterial which end of the 
system is considered jthe source end or the load end. This is true be-
cause the principle of reciprocity indicates that power can be trans-
ferred equally well in either direction in a lossless network termi-
1U 
nated by equal resistances0 
Form of behavior.—̂ Transmission in the pass band is specified to be of 
the "equal ripple" type, -while transmission in the attenuation band 
monotonically approaches zero. This behavior is achieved through use 
of Tchebycheff polynomials, as is explained in Chapter III". 
Analytic Properties! of Reflection and Transmission Coefficients 
General properties.j--Any two-terminal-pair network such as the load, 
source, or matching: network, or any cascade combination of these net-
works requires three independent circuit parameters to specify the net-
work completely. Two reflection coefficients and the transmission 
coefficient of the lossless networks terminated in one-ohm resistances 
can be used as the three necessary parameters., Appendix A describes 
the development of reflection and transmission coefficients. A reflec-
tion coefficient islthe ratio of the "reflected" voltage to the 
"incident" voltage at a pair of terminals, while; a transmission coef-
ficient is the ratio of the "transmitted" volt-age to the "incident" 
voltage. The general arrangement of a one-ohm terminated network is 
shown in Fig. 2. Aa indicated in Appendix A, the defining equations 
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Fig» 2» One-ohm Terminated Network 
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The parameter Q-^ iŝ  defined as the reflection coefficient of a lossless 
two terminal-pair terminated in a one-ohm resistance,, The input im-
pedance of the two terminal-pair is Z]_o The parameter £2 n a s a similar 
description in terms of an input impedance Z2» The parameter t is the 
transmission coefficient of a lossless two-terminal-pair network 
terminated on both ends by one-ohm resistances. Reference to Fig« 2 
shows a lossless two-terminal-pair network labeled with respect to g^, 
02* and t. The symbols and parameters of Fig, 2 are defined by equa-
tions (3), (h)9 and; (5). 
In the next paragraphs attention is focused on those properties 
which a reflection coefficient must have to be realizable by a passive 
impedance„ 
The reflection coefficient D-, can also be expressed as 
e,cs)«. # 7 ^ 4 
' Z,Cs) + I 
(6) 
where Z^(s) is the input impedance of the lossless two terminal-pair 
terminated in a one-ohm resistance. Since Z-t (s) is the input impedance 
of a passive network, it is a positive-real (p.r») function of the 
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complex frequency variable s=Cft-jG)„ By a positive-real function of 
s=0+jO) is meant a function which is real for s real and which has a 
non-negative real part for non-negative values of CT9 It can be shown 
that the necessary and sufficient conditions on£, for Z-i(s) to be a 
p.r. function are that (3]_(s) be a rational meromorphic function of s, 
regular in the right-half s-plane, and |̂ -,(ja>)l4l (11). 
Equation (3), the first part of equation (5>), and Fig. 2 reveal 
that 1-|Q-J_(JOD)I 2 is | equal to lt(j(jo)l2 and is the ratio of the power 
transmitted; at real \ frequencies to the load (when ^2^) to the power 
available at the generator. The above ratio is called the per-unit 
power transmittedo If l-l&(jw)|2 is the per-unit power transmitted 
to the load, l(3-i(jco)l can be considered the per-unit power rejected 
by the load. It is :evident that neither |D]_(jCi))| nor |t(jto)| can be 
greater than unity. : Thus 
l t q W ) l
2 = ! - k,cjo»|*» i- k,qu)i2. (7) 
Since Q^(s) is a rational meroraorphic function of s, it is real for 
real s, and thus D-, (jto) must be a real function of jo). The square of 
the magnitude of ̂ j(ljw) is an even real function of co and, consequent-
ly, a real function of or. Equation (7) implies that similar state-
ments can be made regarding (^(J03)' anci ^(J^)' ° Thus, equation (7) 
can be restated as 
t(jcj)t(rja>)f t-g,(jca)gC-jo)) = I - ez(j^)e*t-jco)t (8) 
By extending equation (8) into any part of the complex plane, it can be 
shown (12), (13) 
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tfe)tt-s> |-e,(s)C,C-5) = l-^jq^-s). <?> 
Behavior of p^ and t in terms of open-circuit impedances*—A two-
terminal -pair network can be described in several ways in terms of be-
havior at the terminal-pairso The reflection and transmission coef-
ficients of one-ohm; terminated networks represent but one of the useful 
means of portraying the network characteristics* The so-called open-
circuit impedances convey the same amount of information in a more con-
venient manner for certain purposes. It is desirable to describe the 
open-circuit impedances and to show relationships with the reflection 
and transmission coefficients. 
The functions z^* Z22* an(i z12 a r e ^ e open-circuit impedances. 
The parameter Z-JĴ  is the input impedance at the "1" terminal-pair with 
the W2 M terminal-pair open-circuited. A similar type of description 
identifies Spp. The parameter z ^ ^s the ratio of voltage at the H2" 
terminal-pair to the input current at the nlrt terminal-pair, and con-
versely. The impedances z-,-, and Zp2
 a r e driving-point impedances, 
while %-y? i§ a transfer impedance. The open-circuit impedances are 
shown with appropriate network designations in fig. 3° If a two 
terminal-pair is terminated by a one-ohm resistance, the input im-
pedance is (lU) 
y - &H2UL- zfc.) + z„ (io) 
Zjt*,+ I 
It is also possible to specify Z\ as 
± - m' + n» - Ks) (11) 
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z22^E2/i2 w i t h l l=0 | zix==Ei/li with 12=0, 
z i2™ z^r= E2/ I i ^ t h ^2=s°> a n d ^1/^2 w i ' b h -'-r30' 
;Fig» 3» Open-circuit Impedances 
where the ra's and njs are functions of s and are the even and odd parts, 
respectively, of P(s) and Q(s). Comparison of equations (10) and (11) 
reveals that two sets of relationships exist between the m's and n's 
and the open-circuit impedances• Guillemin (15>) outlines the method 
for finding both sets of relationships and distinguishes them as cases 
A and B. For case & 
*,i- — 1 w 3 L*' — — — — • 
111 Hit Ha. 
(12) 
For case B 
z , » * „ n, » z * = ^ - ^ z * * 
m2 
. Jaru-minrv (13) 
Case A by definition! corresponds to m-,Ru>n-,np for real s values, while 
ease B corresponds to n^n^m-imp for real s values* It can be showi 
that the open-circuit impedances of either equation (12) or (13) are 
all physically realizable as reactance functions provided that the term 
under the radical of leither equation (12) or (13) is a perfect square 
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in s. In the event that it is not, it can be shown (16) that the 
numerator and denominator of the original expression for Z-, (s) can be 
multiplied by the term (mQ+nQ) from 
(mo+ncXmo-no)̂  (m/ - n©*), (Hi) 
2 2 where (nu-nQ) is equal to the factors which occurred with odd multi-
plicity in the original term under the radical of either equation (12) 
or (13), depending on whether case A or case B is applicable. The term 
(EWHIQ) contains no;right-half s-plane zeros. The revised open-circuit 
impedances which result from the revised Z-i(s) are physically realizable 
because z-̂ 2 now has a term under the radical which is a perfect square 
in se 
It is possible to express (P-, in "terms of m-,, n-,, nu, and iu. For 
case A 




Za- i _-Cmi-mft)^(nl-na) 
Zz+i ~ (rni+m*)t(n, + 'na,) 
In terms of the open-circuit impedances, t can be written as 
t-- <oZia, VAuZxa, ZIJJ, ) + Z| | +Z^a + 
(16) 
(17) 





Fig, IN: Tee Representation of Two Terminal-pair 
(5) to a tee representation of a one-ohm terminated network as shown in 
Fig. 1*. 
For case A> in particular, t becomes 
i . Z Mnu-rui (18) 
(m»+ mx) + ( n i t n*, ) 
Several interesting!facts about the behavior for case A are brought 
forth by equations (15), (16), and (18)„ The denominators of £,, p?, 
and t are alike, indicating that £.. , £p, and t have the same poles, 
unless a cancellation of identical factors in numerators and denomi-
nators takes place. I However, if no cancellation of factors takes place 
and p., and £p have the same denominators, the numerators of £-i and £p 
have identical odd parts while the even parts are opposite in sign. 
Comparison of equations (12) and (18) shows that the numerator of t is 
identical -with the numerator of z-ĵ  except for a constant multiplier. 
For case B, 
p r i Z|-l _  ( m r r n j + (n,-nt) . 
*r\ z,+ l "* (m,+ m&)+(n,+ ru) 
(19) 
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Equation (13) can be used to obtain (JQ for case B as 
^T zz+ I ~ (m,+ m2)+(n.+n*) 
(20) 
The expression for t for case B becomes 
2fn,fU-m.ma U (m»+- m^)+ (n.+ iu) 
(21) 
The same facts about @,, Q^, and t which are noted for case A are 
evident for case B mth the obvious exception that the numerators of Q -, 
and Pp differ only by the sign of the odd parts. Comparisons of 
equation (12) with (18) and equation (13) mth (21) show that the 
numerator of t is identical with the numerator of z-,p except for a 
constant multiplier; Since it was indicated earlier that z-,̂  is a 
reactance function, the numerator of z,^ is either an even or an odd 
polynomial of s» When the numerator of z-,p is an even polynomial in s, 
as it is for case jy the numerator of t is also an even polynomial in 
s* For case B the numerator of z-.p is an odd polynomial in s, and the 
numerator of t is an odd polynomial in s, 
It can be shown that the numerator of t(s)t(-s) must be a per-
that the zeros of t(s) occur in pairs symmetric 
origin (17)* 
££^l_^d_£_2»—Alternate forms for Q^ and Q can be 
feet square in s and 
with respect to the 
Zero and pole forms 
developed in terras of their zeros and poles in the s-plane. The general 
expression for Q.. in terms of zeros and poles is 
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h (s - Soi) (s - Sez) Cs - Su!) (s-Sp.)Cs-s>0 Cs-spn) 
(22) 
Comparisons of equation (l£) with (16) and equation (19) with (20) i n -
dicate tha t the general expressions for 0_ for cases A and B, in order, 
are 
Mo !
+n (S+Soi) ( $+&» ) -—.&+Son) 
CS - Spy CS - Spa.) fe " Spn ) 
n ~U(\f ( S + S ^ K s + SmL—fe + Son) 
<fc-;nw (s-Sp.Xs-s^.Xs-Spr.J ' 
(23) 
(2U) 
Aside from a difference in sign, p ? for case A is of the same form as p^ 
for case B. This is consistent with the previous discussion of changes 
in sign of the even;or odd parts of Q« numerators as compared with Q-̂  
numerators„ Moreover, equations (22) through (2li) place in evidence 
the unlike signs of I the zeros of ̂  and Dp° 
In order f or iO-, , o 9, and t to be the reflection and transmission 
coefficients of a passive network, the poles of £>-,, Qp? an<3 t must not 
lie in the right-half s-plane. The zeros of £_> Q-, and t can occupy 
positions anywhere in the complex s-plane without violating passivity 
or stability conditions (l8)o 
Equation (9) lean be written as 
&Cs)e,(-s)= I- tCs)t(-s), (25) 
&.oo&t-*> \~ tcs)tc-s), (26) 
which suggest that £k (or p2) can be obtained from t, and vice versa, 
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jet it be assumed, for example, that £_ (s) is known and a t(s) which 
meets the realizability conditions is desired. Equation (2$) indicates 
that t(s)t(-s) can be obtained from &(s). AS was shown previously, 
t(s)t(-s) is a ratio of polynomials in s2 and can thus be written as 
X(~S2)/Y(-S2), where X and Y are real for s real* It can be shown (19) 
that the X/j form can be rearranged as 
i ts*) yW/U) 
(27) 
fh© expression for t(s) is chosen as 
+rv»- *(s), (28) 
tC5)' W 
where y(s) has only left-half s-plane zeros of Y(-s ) because of real-
izability conditions., The zeros of x(s) can lie anywhere in the com-
plex plane, the only requirement being that x(s)x(-s) is a perfect 
square in s» 
It is possible that the first choice of (*i(s) leads to a function 
for t(s) and a consequent t(s)t(~s)> the numerator of which is not a 
perfect square. In this case, the numerator and denominator of Q~, (s) 
are multiplied by the term (m^n^) from 
(mo+no)Cm0-h0)-(m?-noj; (2?) 
where (m~-n~) is equal to the factors of the original X(-s ) which oc-
curred with odd multiplicity,, The term (nu+nQ) contains no right-half 
s-plane zeros„ The revised X(-s-) is now a perfect square in s, and a 
^mm^mmmmmm—mmmmmmm— 
2li 
realizable t(s) can be found. The above procedure is very similar to 
the previously described method for obtaining a physically realizable 
z12o 
The conditions which a function of s must satisfy in order to be 
a reflection coefficient of a physically realizable, lossless two 
terminal-pair terminated in a one-ohm resistance can be summarized at 
this point. The function 0(s) must be a rational meromorphic function 
of s -which is regular in the right*-half s-plane and l()(jG))Kl» 
Right-half s-plane Zeros of Reflection Coefficients 
If a reflection coefficient, for example, D,, has right-half 
s-plane zeros, the reversal of sign between the zeros of O, and p2j 
shown in equations (22) and (23), indicates that Q~ n a s left-half 
s-plane zeros diametrically opposite to the right-half s-plane zeros of 
pj. This is true when p« has the same denominator as 0, . The two re-
flection coefficients always have the same denominator unless cancella-
tion of common factors between numerators and denominators takes place. 
In this study, there are several possible ways in which right-
half s-plane zeros can appear in reflection coefficients of the complete 
systeme first, a reflection coefficient might contain a right-half 
s-plane zero of reflection at the outsetj second, simple real zeros or 
sets of simple conjugate zeros might be added intentionally5 and, 
third, double multiplicity real zeros and sets of double multiplicity 
conjugate zeros might be added intentionally. While there can exist 
in any one problem the combination of any of the above cases, the 
second and third cases are of primary interest herein. If at real 
frequencies the magnitudes of a reflection coefficient and the logarithm 
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of the reciprocal of that reflection coefficient are to remain unchanged 
when right-half s-plane reflection zeros are added, it is necessary to 
add left-half s-plane poles of reflection at the diametrically opposite 
points in the s-plane. This can be shown by reference to equation (2lj). 
Thus, in effect, the addition of right-half s-plane zeros of reflection 
leaves the magnitude of a reflection coefficient unchanged at real 
frequencies and, at most, introduces a change in angle at real frequen-
cies. The details of three cases are outlined below „ 
Right-half s-plane zeros of reflection in an existing network.—Suppose 
^ has the form 
Q _ L (s-So.)(^"$w.)-Cs-3bO—(S-Son) ; (30) 
where some of the s >'s l i e in the r ight -ha l f s-plane. By equation 
(23), the corresponding pg ^ s 
v*~ Cs-SfJCs-s,*)-..__. _(s-spr,) 
where the right-half s-plane zeros of O. have counterparts in the cor-
responding left-half s-plane zeros of Og* It is not necessary for the 
transmission coefficient t to contain any of the same right-half s-plane 
zeros as ̂  or p 0 For proof, it is needed to show only one network in 
which the statement is verified. Such a network is shown in Fig. 5* 
wherein it is seen that Z-,(s) is given by 
Z,(s)= 
Zs+ I (32) 
2s2+ s + I 
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Fig* J>o Simple Network 
Equations (15>)* (16), and (18) are used to find 
c(z). ? (s-O-SXs-0) (33) 
&(s>+2 
(S+Q.5)(S+ Oj 
(2s*+3s + 2) 
(3U) 
tCs)« 
(2s*+ 3s + 2 ) 
(35) 
Reference to equations (33)> (3U)* and (35) verifies the fact that t 
does not have the same zeros as 0-, or 0~» 
Addition of simple ri^t-half s-plane zeros of reflection,—Right-half 
s—plane zeros can lie either on the positive real axis or occur in com-
plex conjugate pairs. If p_ is in the form [A(S)/B(S)] (where A(s) and 
B(s) are polynomials in s) prior to adding a right-half s-plane zero, 
t(s) can be described in terras of 
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Us)t ( -s)= |-^Cs)?lC-s> ^ 
BCs)BC-sJ-A(s)AC-s) . 
BCs)Bt-s; 
In accordance with a previous discussion, the numerator of the right-
hand side of equation (36) must be a perfect square in se (It is 
assumed that Q-, is adjusted, if necessary, to make this so*) 
When a simple zero at s==5. is added to a reflection coefficient 
A(s)/B(s) in such a way that the magnitude remains unchanged at real 
frequencies, the result has the modified form 
o AfcKs-*,) . (37) 
<r,Cmod)- BCsJCs+^i) 
According to equation (36), a corresponding expression for t(s)t(-s) 
is 
n . ... ,-. . [g(s)B(-s)-A(s)A(-sj](-s+*.) Cs+*.) . (38) 
L H S ; U s;j ( rnod)- BCs)B(-s)(s+^,)C-s+t,) 
If the denominator of t(s), .% is to have the same roots as the de-
nominator of £-, (s)(mo(a<\, the common numerator and denominator factors 
in equation (38) cannot be canceled. Equation (38), however, cannot 
qualify as a realizable expression, since [(•3VSL)(g+.3-}J is not a 
perfect square in s, even though rB(s)B(-s)-A(s)A(-s)] is. The diffi-
culty can be resolved by respecifying p_, , as 
_ ACs)(s-S,)(s+3,) (39) 
ft(mod)" E>(S)(s+s§,)(s+vS.) ' 
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which is the p., , , \ of equation (37) multiDlied by the unity factor v1(mod) 
[(a+^-r)/(s+^)J. The corresponding "k(s)t(-s)/ ,* becomes 
rwoWsi l - te(s)Bfc5)-Afc)AC-s)](-s+*s,)*(s+S f (Uo) 
L twt^J (mod)- s&m-s)(^)X-^)*-
It is seen that the numerator of equation (1|0) is a perfect square in s. 
If case A is considered^ the expression for the original reflec-
tion coefficient ^ c a n ^e showi to be L-A(-s)/B(s)J. The p., ,, as 
obtained from equation (39) is 
-A(-sx-s-t,x-s+-g,) m 
^(modr BCS)(S + ̂ ,KS + ̂ J 
Comparison of equation (ill) with equation (39) reveals that the 
addition to 0.. of a simple real zero in the right-half s-plane results 
in the original Q, and D„ being multiplied by factors which introduce a 
left-half s-plane zero of reflection? a right-half s-plane zero of re-
flection5 and two left-half s-plane poles of reflection 
A set of simple conjugate right-half s-piane reflection zeros 
can be added in much the same way0 In this case, the revised reflection 
coefficients are 
0 A(s)(s-sy)(s-svKs+SvXs+SvJ , 
ttowcir BCS)(S+ST,)(S+5,XS+5V)0S+5*J 
(U2) 
o -"ACsJC-s-syX-s-SyX-s+syX-s^syJ t Co) 
Again, it should be noted that the same added zeros and poles are in-
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eluded in G^, ,s as are included in0-,, , N» "2 (mod) ~l(mod) 
Equation (UO) shows that the process of adding a simple zero to 
a reflection coefficient at s==X in such a way that the magnitude is 
unchanged at real frequencies results in the addition of zeros of trans-
mission at s=stS» to t* Since, as explained previously, the zeros of a 
realizable transmission coefficient must be symmetrically arranged with 
respect to the origin, the revised transmission coefficient must contain 
one additional zero at + o,. This fact is of practical significance 
later when the synthesis of networks with added right-half s-plane re-
flection zeros is considered. 
Addition of double multiplicity right-half plane zeros of reflection.,— 
The addition of double right-half s-plane zeros of reflection can be 
made in exactly the same manner as the addition of the simple zeros* 
However, it is shown below in equation (h$) that it is not necessary to 
introduce an additional factor to insure that the numerator of 
[t(s)t(-s)j/ ,* is a perfect squareD The expression for o. , » with 
an added double zero on the positive real axis is 
_ A t s ) ( s - <T,)Z (WO 
Pernod)- gCsXs+fT,)* ' 
The corresponding Lt(s)t(-s)J/ Q<^ is 
f+Mffs^ l JB(s)BC-s)-A(s)A(-s)](s^f(s+o;r (hS) 
L° ' u ^(nr^r BCs)BC-s)Cs+^fCs+o;f 
while p„, , * becomes 
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0 -AfeXs+q)*' {k6) 
The concept of a double zero of reflection is used to distinct 
advantage in the matching problem considered later for specifying the 
limits of tolerance and gain« 
Origin of the double reflection zero.—If the common factors in the 
numerator and denominator of equation (1|6) are canceled and a realizable 
t(s) is extracted from equation Q.&)$ there results 
n n ~A(S) (li7) 
fa," fejL(mod)- s(s) ' 
+ /«.\ _ iBfe)BC-s)-Ate)AC-s) Cs-HT.X-s-t-tr,) (i|8) 
^ W r BCs)Cs+o;)Cs+ )̂ ' 
while p_ / x remains as 
^i(mod)- B(s)(s i-tr;)2-
A legitimate question at this point is what kind of modification can be 
made on a system to bring about the effects noted in equations (hi) 
through (h9), i.e., leave Q* unchanged and at real frequencies cause a 
change in phase but no change in magnitude in ̂  and t. It can be 
shown that an all-pass structure in the form of a constant-resistance 
lattice mth inductive and capacitive arms can be connected between the 
one-ohm load resistance and the original lossless network to produce 
the effects noted above0 Figo 6 shows the networks prior to and after 
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] e2~* *Ti I 
^ in m< 
1, z2-> t ^~z1 .( 
(a) Original System 
L _ __ , „ __ _ . Jd^L. „ __. _ ! 
(b) Modified System 
Fige 6„ System with All-pass Structure 
insertion of the all-pass structure0 
Since the all-pass structure is of the constant-resistance type 
having a characteristic resistance of one ohm and is terminated on its 
right-hand side by a one-ohm resistance, the impedance Zo and the re-
flection coefficient Op are unchanged with the insertion of the lattice 
structure. At real frequencies, a well-known property of an all-pass 
constant-resistance lattice terminated in its characteristic resistance 
is that the input voltage and output voltage are equal in magnitude, 
but may differ in phase. If this property is applied to Fig* 6(b) and 
use is made of the last section of equation (5)> it can be shown that 
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the introduction of the all-pass structure leaves the magnitude of the 
modified transmission coefficient the same as that of the original 
transmission coefficient at real frequencies and^ at most^ introduces 
a phase shift. However9 the impedance and the reflection coefficient 
looking to the left from the right-hand resistance are altered by the 
presence of the all-pass structure. By using the parameter values of 
Fig. 6, the value of Z-i/mQ*\ becomes 
7 _ z +z,(f + i ) . (5o) 
If the original Z-, is in the form 
Z = 
_ (m,+ n,) 
Cm*.+ n».) 
(51) 
the original £-. is in the form 
^ " (m, + m*J + (n, + r\%) 
(52) 
The new impedance Zw. ,\ becomes 
*. I 
. (sH>'+iN Lf M^)n. 
Zs 





0 - Rm<" maXn, - nQl (3- <r, )* ^ 
^mo4r[(m1 + mx) + (nl+ ru)] (s + cO* 
(51*) 
Equation (£U) indicates that the insertion of an all-pass con-
stant-resistance structure produces the desired double zero of reflec-
tion. 
In practice, the resistance termination usually cannot be 
separated from the first elements of the lossless network. Hence, the 
direct insertion of the all-pass lattice generally cannot be made. It 
is possible, however, to electrically "imbed" an all-pass structure 
inside the matching network in such a way that the effects are .identi-
cal with those noted above for the lattice and resistance combination,, 




Conditions of Physical Realizability 
As a prelude to examining the conditions of physical realiza-
bility of the reflection coefficients for complete systems of matching 
networks and arbitrary source and load impedances, it is instructive to 
consider conditions governing the reflection and transmission coeffi-
cients for systems consisting of matching networks and arbitrary load 
impedances0 Fig. 7 shows the arrangement of a duo-cascade of two loss-
less networks terminated in one-ohm resistances« The two lossless net-
works can be grouped as one network with an overall transmission coef-
ficient t and reflection coefficients Q^ and Q** The load and matching 
networks are identified by Nf and N", respectively, in Fig. 7. The 
networks N' and N" are lossless two terminal-pairs and, as such, can be 
described in terms of their individual transmission and reflection co-
efficients on a one-ohm terminated basis. Fig.. 7 shows this arrangement 
alsoo For identification purposes, the right-hand end of each network 
bears a "1" designation, while the left-hand end bears a "2M designa-
tion . 
From equations (A-15>) through (A-17) in Appendix A, the appropri-
ate equations for describing the overall behavior in terms of the trans-
mission and reflection coefficients of N? and Nw are 
j \ & 
0 , Q'+ Q" — J ^ J _ _ , (SS) 
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(b) Individual Networks 
Fig* 7- Duo-cascade of Two Terminal-pairs and Individual Networks 







The following theorems point out pertinent facts concerning the 
network behavior as described by equations (55) through (57)° 
Theorem Is If t1 has a zero in the right-half s-plane or on the 
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imaginary axis, t must have the same zero vdth at least the same multi-
plicity. 
Proof? The denominator of equation (57) is (l-^»^«)9 With the 
aid of equations (l5) and (16), the denominator can be expressed as 
«\ . 2Zi, + £Z," _ (58) u <̂ e, ; - ( z ; + l ) ( z ; ( + l j -
i 
11 2," H i "t" * r rt - » ' 
2 vzi+z;v & zu^ + z/v 
The denominator of the last expression of equation (58) is the sum of 
three expressions each of which is a p0r„ function of s. This de-
nominator is thereby positive real* The expression (1~£!£") is the 
reciprocal of a p0r0 function and is also positive real (20)<, It 
follows that (l-Q»Qn) has neither poles nor zeros in the right-half 
s-plane* Thus, l/(l-Qig") cannot vanish for any right-half s-plane 
values, leaving the t of equation (57) with the right-half s-plane 
zeros of t1, 
If (1-Q»£n) has a zero on the imaginary axis at j«n, the zero 
2 1 ^ 
must be simple because of the positive real nature of (l-£fgI,)» The 
absolute values lgi(jco)l and lpn(jG))l=l at s=j(oQO As shown in equation 
(7), when |p»(J&))l=l, t'=0, and when |£)!,(JCA))|=1, tft=0o The order of 
the zeros of the product tftrr at S=JWQ is reduced by one by the simple 
zero of (^--QjP^Jo For sake of argument, the zero can be assumed to be 
that of t", leaving t with at least the j-axis zeros of tfe 
The vanishing of the denominator of equation (57) at a zero of 
3? 
transmission leads to -what is called a degenerate zero and is of suffi-
cient importance to warrant a detailed discussion later in this chapter, 
Zeros of (l-p'p») can be of arbitrary multiplicity in the left-half 
s-plane and need not be present in t (21); however, the previously 
mentioned requirement that the zeros of t1 be arranged symmetrically 
about the origin demands that a matching right-half s-plane zero appear 
for each left-half s-plane zero of t'. 
Theorem 2j At any point sQ in the right-half s-plane or on the 
imaginary axis at which ts has a zero of multiplicity n1, the reflec-
tion coefficient Q^ and its first (2n!-l) derivatives are equal to £r 
and its first (2n!-l) derivatives and, therefore, are independent of 
the network Nft, except for the degenerate case mentioned above. 
Proof i Equation (S5>) can be re-written as 
e,- (>;.+ (s-So) A(s), 
where A(s) is a rational fraction which does not contain poles at s 
equal to SQ 0 Successive derivatives yield 
f b ^ = ^+ten'X* . r . ' - l ) 





where A(s), B(s), and C(s) are rational fractions. At s=sQ, the de-
rivatives of Qy equal the corresponding derivatives of Q', up to and 
including the (2n'-l)th derivative. This is evident from the vanish-
ing of the (S-SQ) factors at S=SQ in the 2n' equations represented by-
equations (60) and (61) and dashed lines between equations (60) and 
(61). If A(s) does not have a zero at S=SQ, then equation (62) has a 
non-vanishing term in addition to the 2n«th derivative, indicating that 
the 2n'th derivative and all succeeding derivatives may not be inde-
pendent of the network Nn. 
The above discussion can be extended to apply specifically to 
combinations of the load,, matching, and source networks of this study, 
such as shown in Fig. 1. The three lossless netv/orks can be grouped 
as a single network with an overall transmission coefficient t and 
reflection coefficients^ and(>2. The terminations are one-ohm 
resistances in accordance with the previously adopted convention. 
The load, matching, and source networks are lossless two terminal-' 
pairs and, as such, can be described in terms of their individual 
transmission and reflection coefficients on a one-ohm terminated basis. 
Figo 8 shows the combined arrangement and the individual networks. The 
designation N represents the cascade of the three networks, N' repre-
sents the load network, H1' represents the matching network, and NBI 
represents the source network„ As in the case of the duo-cascade, the 
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(a) Trio-cascade 























(b) Individual Networks 
Figo 8„ Trio-cascade of Two Terminal-pairs and Individual Networks 
right-hand end of each network bears a nl® designation, while the left-
hand end bears a M2» designation. 
The equations for t9 Q 9 and Q are developed in Appendix A in 
terms of the reflection and transmission coefficients of N1, N % and 










The equations for the trio-cascade, equations (63) through (65), can be 
examined in the same manner as the duo-cascade equations• However, it 
is necessary to consider both reflection coefficients q~ and Dp, inas-
much as the two Mouter" networks of N are in\Testi gated. A series of 
applicable theorems and proofs follows., 
Theorem 3J If t' has a zero in the right-half s-plane or on the 
imaginary axis, t must have the same zero with at least the same multi-
plicity. 
Proof: When N' is the network under examination, the cascaded 
combinations of networks N"' and F" can be considered as a single loss-
less network. Application of Theorem 1 completes the proof of Theorem 
3* 
Theorem in If t m has a zero in the right-half s-plane or on the 
imaginary axis, t must have the same zero with at least the same multi-
plicity-
Proof f Ifhen N m is the network under examination, the cascaded 
la 
combination of networks H" and N1 can be considered as a single loss-
less networka Application of Theorem 1 completes the proof of Theorem 
ho 
Theorem !?? If t( and tl!l have coincident zeros in the right-
half s-plane or on the imaginary axis, t must have the same zeros with 
at least the sum of the multiplicities of the coincident zeros except 
as noted below. The exception is the special case where Nn has only 
one zero of transmission, a simple zero on the j-axis, which is not 
only coincident with the transmission zeros of t« and t'n, but which 
forms degenerate zeros simultaneously with N» and N m <> The exception 
can occur only for transmission zeros on the j-axis, since degenerate 
zeros occur only for j-axis values of s. 
Proof: The denominator of equation (6f>), i.e., l(l-g'g")* 
(l-Q«gM' )-(Df£>!f'(t«)2L has no zeros in the right-half s-plane. This 
can be shown by arranging the denominator of equation (65>) in the form 
O-^D-6-T^-lci-&€,')- (66) 
1 (?a*!i J 
The terms (l-0i£«') and (l-^»^ll!) in expression (66) cannot be zero in 
the right-half s-plane since (as was shown in the proof of Theorem 1) 
(l-^'p") and (1-p»«£>»>) are p„r0 functions,, The only possible way in 
which expression (66) can be zero in the right-half s-plane is 
o-a ?;;•&•-$$- • 
Let it be assumed that equation (6?) is true for at least one right-half 
1x2 
s-plane value. The complete network system can be represented as net-
work N,n in cascade with network N, where network If is the cascaded 
combination of networks N1' and !?• . This arrangement is illustrated by 
Fig. 9» Application of equation (56) to network N leads to 
g> Q" _ C t T . (68) 
Combination of equations (67) and (68) indicates that 
- ^ - <?:& - ^ f 
However, equation (69) cannot exist for any right-half s-plane value 
(A) 
since (l-p»p ) is itself positive real. Equation (6?) leads to a 
1 ̂ 2 
contradiction. Thus, the denominator of equation (65) has no zeros in 
the right-half s-plane. Use of Theorems 3 and h leads to the conclusion 
that t contains the coincident right-half s-plane zeros of t' and t" 
with a multiplicity at least equal to the sum of the multiplicities of 
the right-half s-plane zeros of t1 and t m 0 
Ihen the denominator of the t of equation (65) has no j'-axis 
zeros but t* and t m have coincident j-axis zeros, it is evident from 
Theorems 3 and h that t contains the coincident zeros of t* and tn» 
with a multiplicity equal to at least the sum of their multiplicities. 
If the denominator of equation (6S) is zero for a j-axis value 
of s5 say jeou, where t> and t
m have coincident zeros, the degenerate 
case resuits• A degenerate zero (or zeros) can occur when either 











(a) Subnetwork N within Cascade 
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(b) Subnetwork w within Cascade 
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FigQ 9« Subnetworks and Locations within Cascade 
uu 
proof of Theorem 1 that a j-axis zero of the function (l-^'O")? for 
example, must be simple and can occur only when t" also has a simple 
j-axis zero. A simple zero of either (l-@'£») or (l-0"Onf)* but not 
2 1 c ± 
both, at JO)Q cancels a simple zero of tIf, leaving t with the coincident 
zeros of t1 and t»» with at least the sum of their multiplicities« 
If N n has at least two transmission zero-producing elements, and 
thereby at least a double zero of t", the vanishing of both (1-(&<>," ) 
and (1-Qto"') simply cancels a double zero of t", leaving t with the 
coincident zeros of t' and t"' with at least the sum of their multi-
plicities . In the extremely unlikely case (inserted here only for 
eompleteness) of a network N" with a single transmission zero-producing 
element causing a simple zero of transmission at JO)Q where both (!-£'£») 
and (l-£"£>,n ) are zero, a zero is canceled from either t> or t»', 
leaving t with the coincident zeros of t» and t,M with a multiplicity 
one less than the sum of the multiplicities of t' and t"', 
Theorem 6} At any point in the right-half s-plane or on the 
imaginary axis at which t' has a zero of multiplicity nf, the reflec-
tion coefficient Q-, and its first (2n'-l) derivatives are equal to £4 
and its first (2n»-l) derivatives, respectively, and, therefore, are 
independent of networks N" and N,,f, except for the degenerate case,, 
Proof j If the degenerate case is excluded and networks N'! and 
N m are combined temporarily, the proof follows by application of 
Theorem 2„ 
Theorem 7s At any point in the right-half s-plane or on the 
imaginary axis at which t"» has a zero of multiplicity n m , the reflec-
tion coefficient Q2
 an<i i^s first (2n$,l-l) derivatives are equal tog'" 
\6 
and its first (2n,!l-I) derivatives, respectively, and, therefore, are 
independent of networks N! and N", except for the degenerate case* 
Proof: If the degenerate case is excluded and networks Nn and 
W are combined temporarily, the proof follows by application of 
Theorem 2. 
Necessary conditions from Taylor series expansions,—Briefly, theorems 
5, 6, and 7 above state that t must have the same right-half s-plane 
or j-axis zeros of t' and t,n with at least the sum of the multi-
plicities of the zeros of t' and t m and that at zeros of t* equalities 
exist term for term between £-, and Ql and their first (2n'-l) deriva-
tives and that at zeros of tHI equalities exist term for term between 
(>o and £ m and their first (2n?n-l) derivatives, except for degenerate 
2 
cases. The conditions on t and the relationships between the constant 
terms and derivatives of the reflection coefficients are thus necessary 
conditions for the physical realizability of the trio-cascade network. 
Since the return loss, iee6, the natural logarithm of the recip-
rocal of a reflection coefficient, is simply related to the reflection 
coefficient, the necessary conditions which stem from the equalities 
between the reflection coefficients and derivatives can be represented 
just as conveniently as equalities between corresponding return losses 
and derivatives. In this regard, it is pointed out that neither £L 
nor £>2 can be zero at a j-axis zero of t. This includes any trans-
mission zeros at s=0 or s=m Thus, ln(l/p,), for example, is analytic 
at a transmission zero at s=0, s=oo, and S=J(OQO There are circumstances, 
however, wherein a reflection coefficient and a transmission coefficient 
can be zero simultaneously at a right-half s-plane location• This be-
1.6 
havior is described in Appendix B« In the latter case, the singularity 
of the return loss is removed, and the modified return loss is expanded 
in a Taylor series about the transmission zero. It is apparent that 
the constant term and the next (2n'-l) coefficients of the Taylor 
series for ln(l/Q,) and ln(l/(9!) about a zero of t! are equal coeffi-
cient by coefficient and that the constant term and the next (2n"!-l) 
coefficients of the Taylor series for ln(l/£ ) and ln(l/(p,n ) about a 
zero of ttf! are equal coefficient by coefficient. The coefficients of 
the Taylor series for lnCl/p1) and ln(l/pm) about transmission zeros 
are known since they are found directly from the known load (N'») and 
source (N m) networks. The behavior of the overall reflection coeffi-
cients, Q^ and £p, is forced to conform to the necessary conditions, 
and any matching network derived from the overall reflection coeffi-
cients also must conform to the necessary conditions„ 
The locations for zeros of transmission considered in this study 
are j 
(a) at the origin (s=0), 
(b) at infinity (ŝ oo), 
(c) on the imaginary axis (s=±jcov), 
(d) on the real axis (s^oy, 
(e) at an arbitrary location in the right-half s-plane other 
than on the real axis (s=Ĝ tjco-v)ft 
Inasmuch as the basic methods for utilising the necessary conditions to 
derive realizable reflection coefficients are essentially the same for 
all transmission zero locations, transmission zeros at infinity only 
are considered at this point and henceforward in the main body of this 
kl 
study. Expressions for the coefficients of the Taylor series expansions 
of ln(l/^) about the other transmission zero locations are given in 
Appendix B. In addition, practical algebraic methods for calculating 
the coefficients are discussed in Appendix B. 
The Taylor series expansions for ln(l/g_) and ln(l/^ ) about a 
transmission zero at infinity can be rewritten from equation (B-9) as 
(70) 
(71) 
Jfo^=j?+Ar̂  + A3y.+--- - - -+ 
CO , (') 
A0 0 - 1 — 4- L60 f i 
rA&n-3 c^n'-s"1" 'A^n'- i qin'-i T — — — 3 
in-^=jP + A1^+A,-jB+ -+ 
^oo I & L 
A ^ ' - S ' c p ^ 4 * Azn " - |~sp*1 "*" t 
where the superscript n(l)H or »(2)» identifies a coefficient with (?̂  
or ̂ ?, The A
fs and p's given in equations (70) and (71) are found from 
use of the necessary conditions for the realization of ln(l/o^ ) and 
ln(l/p_) when tf and t"1 have zeros at infinity of multiplicity n? and 
n»% respectively* The p*s are 0 or TC, depending on the sign of the re-
flection coefficients at infinity. As shown in equations (B-10), (22), 
and (23), the jf*fs of equations (70) and (71) are related to the zeros 
and poles of £_ by 
A00 ' /Vfc f""' Vfc .^'S (?2) 
IB 
where m=l, 2, 3* n', and 
<& n n 
A*-= zJ-1 [-T&V-TMJ 
(73) 
where m=l, 2, ?>, n"f. It is to be noted that while the A 's of 
equations (70) and (71) are known from N' and N m , the s ,'s and s .. fsr 
(the zeros and poles, respectively, of p..) are not known but must be 
determined. 
Degenerate zeros.—It is pointed out in the proof of Theorem 1 that a 
special case exists when degenerate zeros occur. The vanishing of the 
denominator in equation (63) at a j-axis zero of tf, for example, 
affects the (2n'-l)th coefficient of the Taylor series for ln(l/£,) in 
a very distinct way. It is mentioned in Appendix C that the value of 
the (2n*-l)th coefficient is real and is always decreased by the 
presence of a degenerate zero of t' when n' is odd and increased by 
the presence of a degenerate zero when n! is even« The Taylor series 
for ln(l/p_) is affected in the same way in that the value of the 
(2nm-l)th coefficient is always decreased by the presence of a 
degenerate zero of t m when n"1 is odd and increased when n m is even. 
It is shown in Appendix C that degenerate zeros can be caused 
only by the zero-producing elements of H" nearest N* or Nfll. Since the 
network NM is to be derived, the choice of elements of R", including 
those which might produce degenerate zeros, is at the discretion of the 
network designer. Thus, a degenerate zero is not an entity which is an 
inevitable consequence of the statement of the problem, but something 
which can be introduced as desired when such introduction seems 
h? 
advantageous. 
Sufficiency conditions,—'If it can be demonstrated that the necessary 
conditions imposed o^p-.* p p 3 and t by g», £>
m, t1, and tffl are all 
"*  *~ 1 2 
that are needed to obtain a physically realizable function for£ and 
^p, the necessary conditions are also sufficient. 
Fano (22), using methods and proofs developed by Darlington (23), 
shows that for a given o«, p 1, and t1, for example, a network can be 
1 ^2 
constructed which has pf and p ! for reflection coefficients and t» for 
\1 *2 
a transmission coefficient,, 
To show sufficiency, the complete network system is divided into 
two parts, one part containing the sections representing the zeros of 
transmission of N» and the other part containing sections representing 
the remainder of the transmission zeros of N. Included necessarily in 
the second part are sections representing the transmission zeros of N'm• 
(R) 
In Fig* 9, the above parts are identified with networks N1 and w, 
respectively* At zeros of transmission, the equalities between ln(l/^!) 
1 
and ln(l/p ) and the term by term equalities between certain coeffi-
cients from their Taylor series expansions indicate that network If can 
be extracted from the overall system, leaving a known reflection coef-
(B) (B) 
ficient Q for N. 
(|) (B) 
However, except for sign, D can be found immediately from Q . 
Network w can be divided now into two parts, one part, the left part, 
containing all the sections representing the transmission zeros of H,n 
and the remaining part, network N" (the right part), containing the 
sections representing the transmission zeros of N which are contained 
in neither Hf nor Nft,o At zeros of transmission, the resulting 
$Q 
(B) 
equalities between ln(l/p0) and ln(l/g
IM) and the term by term equali-
ties between certain coefficients from their Taylor series expansions 
about transmission zeros indicate that network N,n can be extracted 
(B) 
from K, leaving a known reflection coefficient p«! for network N", Net-
work'N" can be found by direct application of Darlington's methods, 
Gain Integrals 
By means of contour integration, it is possible to establish a 
relationship between the behavior of the magnitude of Q^ and O at real 
frequencies and the necessary conditions* The contour integrals are 
developed in Appendix D for various transmission zero locations. 
Particular emphasis in this section is placed on finding the relation-
ships between the coefficients of the Taylor series expansions of 
ln(l/&,) and ln(l/^p) about infinity and the behavior of ln(l/lg | ) and 
In(1/1p | ) at real frequencies. These integrals involving the behavior 
2 
of ln(l/|£ f ) and ln(l/|Q> { ) at real frequencies are often called gain 
integrals,, 
Development of Integral forms for both ends of the network.—The reflec-
tion coefficients Q-* and Q can have zeros znywhere in the s-plane. As 
explained in Chapter II, the right-half s-plane zeros appear in forms 
such as simple zeros and double zeros, A general expression for Q1 is 
n-k J L 
fl(s-Soi)II 0-4-h "^*vo""^ol^V'(s~Srj)(s-r)51 ^ dh) 
n / s-S*i)(s+ cr) 
) 
where the s . fs are l e f t -ha l f s-plane zeros of p n , the s .
f s are l e f t -
oi l K\9 pi 
half s-plane poles of Q., the s .' s are right-half s-plane zeros of Q^9 
and (f is a positive, real number which establishes the location of the 
51 
added double multiplicity zero term. It should be noted that the factor 
(s+<T) in the denominator of equation (7I4) has the same magnitude as 
(s-cf) at real frequencies, insuring that the added double zero does 
not affect the absolute value of £>-, at real frequencies. Equations 





The le f t -ha l f s-plane zeros of p.. change sign to become the r igh t -ha l f 
s-plane zeros of Qp, etc. 
If the numerator and denominator of Q-> are each multiplied by 
k . 
H (s+s.) and the numerator and denominator ofQ0 are multiplied by 1 r j v <~ 
n-k 





















The f i r s t bracketed expressions in equations (76) and (77) are a l ike 
and have no r ight -ha l f s-plane zeros. The f i r s t bracketed expressions 
are adjusted in sign to be non-negative a t the or igin , accounting for 
52 
the compensating factor of jTt or zero. The logarithm of the first 
bracketed expression is ln(l/o ), in accordance with the procedure of 
Appendix D. 
The contour integration for transmission zeros at infinity, as 
outlined in Appendix D, leads to 
^ C D , . > K 
Iny^ydco = £• (j\7-l^rj ~ ̂ ) ' 
(78) 
Mj^|dw = ^-(Ar-2^_So()» 
n-k 
%> o ^ . \ (79) 
OL (2) 
for the A, and A!° coefficients• (The superscripts refer to the "lw or 
(,2w ends of the network.) However, 
n-k 
Sol = > ST; - > Srj , (80) 
where £s-,. is the summation of all the zeros of p-. except the d% s 
Equation (79) becomes 
k 
inT^jCb = ̂ (Sr+2^Sri - 2>Srj 
TT (Veo , n V . o ^ - \ (81) 
Thus, equations (78) and (81) form a pair for describing the A? coeffi-
cients,, Were it not for the double zero term 1+0" in equation (78), the 
summation of the zeros of Q, would be'inexorably fixed as the difference 
H> ClJL 
between A, and A,-. 
OL, 
As shown in Appendix D, the general relationships between the A 
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(82) 
(83) 
where IB=1, 2 , 3 , 
0) 
Alternate forms are 
m+l 
r 0 3 
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where ro=l, 2, 3> . Equations (8l±) and (85) relate the behavior 
of ^ at real frequencies to the A*5 coefficients, 
Simultaneous solutions of equations from integrals,--If network N1 has 
transmission zeros of multiplicity n' at infinity and the network N m 
has transmission zeros of multiplicity n!!l at infinity, there are n» 
equations (82) and n m equations (83) which satisfy the necessary 
Sit 
conditions on £., and Q~» Should the desired network response over the 
entire real frequency range be known by the specification of |o I (and, 
of course, ln(l/|£.J )) over that range, the gain integrals of equations 
(82) and (83) assume numerical values. The A°°fs, although very 
necessarily part of the description of the overall behavior of the 
entire network, are determined from the given load and source networks» 
It is entirely possible that a consistent set of simultaneous equations 
cannot be obtained with the integrals and the A°°'s alone. The s .'s 
are available for adding terms to bring about consistency in the simul-
taneous equations. The (f is available to adjust the tolerance, as is 
explained later in this chapter. In this regard, it should be noted 
that the addition of an s . term affects both equations (82) and (83)> 
whereas the addition of the (f term affects only equation (82). 
Limitations on Gain and Tolerance 
For a particular network, there exists a value for the gain 
integral which cannot be exceeded. From equations (78) and (79), the 
value of the gain integral cannot exceed {%/2)K° or (*Jt/2)Â °, whichever 
(2) QJ 
is smaller. (For convenience, in this study A®>JC.) Any right-half 
s-plane zeros of D-», whether they be simple or multiple, reduce the 
value of the gain integral0 
As was stated in Ghapter I, the optimum matching condition 
exists when ln(l/|£Lj ) is constant in the pass band and zero elsewhere. 
This response is shown in Fig. 10 for a pass band extending from zero 
to 0)cO Figo 10 shows a theoretical maximum value for a constant 
ln(l/|^-j| ) and a given o>c which can be obtained only through a system 
of networks having an infinite number of properly chosen elements. 
tt 









Notes The value nA*/2coc 
is the greatest value a 
constant lnCl/l^l) 
can assume over a band-
width of o)c radians per 
second, 
oo, to radians/sec. 
Fig* 10. Response of Ideal Low-pass Network 
The networks of this study do not permit complete freedom of choice of 
circuit elements, since the elements of the source network are specified 
in addition to the elements of the load network. 
It is apparent that some sort of systematic method should be 
employed to describe the behavior of a network with a finite number of 
elements and with elements specified at each end (load and source) of 
the network system. The Tchebycheff function of the first kind (2k) 
leads to ln(l/jO | ) which approximates a straight line in the pass band 
by oscillating between two given values in the pass band and approxi-
mates zero in the stop band by monotonically approaching zero. The 
Tchebycheff method is outlined in the following section. 
Development of Tchebycheff methodo—The Tchebycheff behavior is obtained 
by expressing the transmission as 
It 
(86) 
Wo" CI+ k*)+ €*Tn*(wMJ ' 
where k and £ are r ea l constants , T (to/to ) i s the Tchebycheff function 
n 
of the first kind, order n, argument 6)/oo , and to is the upper radian 
56 
frequency limit of the pass band at the point where the oscillatory be-
havior changes to monotonia behavior• The Tchebycheff function 
T (a)/<tt ) is defined as cos(ncos""̂ (ci)/d)c)). 
Since 
le-'sV ^^C^k^w-^, 
equa t ions (86) and (87) l e ad t o 
(8?) 
m + Tn'(-i 
S )1 
G L ) C / 
m + ^ ("J COt/ _ 
(88) 
s=jo) 
In the range from GO equal to zero t o u> f T^(w/oo ) o s c i l l a t e s between 
c n c 
zero and one* In the range from co equal to co t o i n f i n i t y , T^(^/w ) 
c n c 
monotonically increases from one to infinity. Sketches'of |t|s |n,|2, 
and ln(l/|^J ) for n equal to three are shown in Fig. 11« 
The left-half s-plane poles and zeros of Q-, can be determined 
from the left half s-plane poles and zeros of 
e,ts)e,c-s) 
k* _L T%( • S 
+ \«tn 00z + k* + T . ' ^ 
(89) 
which i s equat ion (88) extended i n t o the complex s - p l a n e . There cannot 
b e , of c o u r s e , any r i g h t - h a l f s -p lane po le s of Q-. „ Any r i g h t - h a l f s -
p lane zeros can be added to £_ l a t e r , i f r equ i r ed 0 
From the denominator of the r i g h t - h a n d s ide of equat ion (89 ) , 
po l e s of Q^ occur when 
1 T 
e 2 / ( i + k
















Fig. 11. Variations of |t|2, J^J 2? and infi/^J ) w i t h ^ 
£8 
(90) 
CJc, Tn(-j^) = ± j ^ • 
or 
coKncosr'ik)^0-' (91) 
where c is substituted for the radical of equation (90). The term 
[cos"*̂ (s/jcoc)J can be complex and if replaced by (<X—ĵ >), 
cos[ra-jn^) = cosn<xcosh n^4-
j s i n m si nh n̂> = ± j c . 
(92) 
Equation (92) yields 
cosrwcosh n(3 = o, (93) 
sin w sinhn^tc. (pu> 
Equation (93) is satisfied when na equals an odd multiple of n/2, or 
«-%{z*-\)> 
where ra=l? 2, 3* - - - 5 n9 When equation (95) is substituted in 
equation (9k), the result is 
? = ±-prSinh-,c • 
(96) 
From equations (95) and (96), the general expression for a pole of 
$9 
equation (89) i s 
opi — T"COc f • TT J r* i i^\ _L_L 5 in 2n (Zm~ l)j(sinh^sinh",cj + 
J[cos^(2m-l)}[co5h(^5inh"!c)j 
(97) 
where m=l3 2, 3 , - >n„ 
I t should be noted tha t s ^ in equation (97) i s in the form d+jco, 
where (f i s measured along the r e a l axis and jto i s measured along the 
imaginary axis in the s-plane0 Equation (97) indicates tha t the s p ^ ' s 
l i e on an e l l i p se centered a t the origin and having major and minor 
axes of <*)ccosh([sinh~
1c]/n) and W csinh([sinh"
1c]/n, respectively,, The 
equation of the e l l i p se i s 
GO* krf$pM si'nh (-̂ -st'nh'c 





As a further reduction, if o is replaced by na, or 
riflL= sinh"1 ' y j sinhna= l + k
; (99) 
the axes of the ellipse can be expressed as CO cosh a and to sinh a„ 
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The same process can be repeated to find the left-half s-plane 
zeros of g-.(s)a, (-s)» In this case, nb is set equal to sinh~^Jk2/€2? 
and the axes of the ellipse for the zeros are given by G>ccosh b and 
Ci3_cosh a« 
The poles and zeros of ̂ (s)(X,(-s) are summarized as 







There are a total of 2n distinct poles (or zeros), of -which n are in 
the left-half s-plane and n are in the rigfrt-half s-plane. The minus 
signs lead to left-half s-plane poles and zeros. Thus, n is the total 
number of transmission zeros of the complete system at infinity, as 
indicated by the relationship between D-, and t0 
0) OU 
In any particular problem, a certain number of &** and A coeffi-
cients are specified by the given networks H{ and N m . For example, if 
KP were such that t* has a second order zero at infinity, A, and AZ° 
would be fixed by the circuit elements of H1. Since the overall 
ln(l/|g-|- ) is to exhibit Tchebycheff behavior, the A~ and A? coeffi-
cients appear in simultaneous equations as part of the description of 
the Tchebycheff behavior., Right-half s-plane zeros of PT (s) are 
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introduced where necessary to obtain consistent simultaneous equations 
or to adjust the tolerance» It must be remembered, however, that a 
matching left-half s-plane pole is added for every added right-half 
s-plane zero* Although the addition of a simple or double right-half 
s-plane zero of £L results in the addition of a zero of transmission, 
the total number of zeros of transmission at infinity is not changed, 
since the added zero of transmission is in the right-half s-plane <, 
By using closed forms of trigonometric series (25) in conjunc-
with equations (100) and (101), it is possible to determine 
h 
(102) \~c • - r\ sinh a 
n 
Vc, • - _ o sfnhb , (103) 
Z?0 ' ~ 0 t si n Win 
The s .and s , of equations (102) and (103) are the left-half s-plane 
pi oi 
poles and zeros of Q^a They can also be considered as all the poles 
and zeros of £ Q, -which is Q-^ less any right-half s-plane zeros and 
matching left-half s-plane poles. Ihen equations (102) and (103) are 
combined as shown in equation (D-3) of Appendix D, the result is 
h n 
H = T lZ S o i "Z_ S f 3 r G ' c sinTT/Zn ' 
1 I 
OD 
The F-* term is the first coefficient of the Taylor series expansion for 
In(1/^Q) as given by equation (D-2)0 Further, it is shown in Appendix 
D that 
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• ~ IT 1 I 0 I ̂  
(105) 
Reference to equation (8li) indicates that 
0) ^ Zv°°= co s i n h g - s f n h b , 9 y , . , ^ , A< W a sinTT/2-n ^^Zf^^^"^ 7 
(106) 
where there are k simple right-half s-plane zeros of Q. and one double 
right-half s-plane zero of O- at s=s(fo Through use of similar methods, 
OJflD 
the expression for A« becomes fc3 
<#«> GJ* 
A : = - A 
sinh3cL-5inh3b, sinha-sinhb i 
3sfn3Tf/zn simr/2n + 
(107) 
2 V c 3 , i 4- J Sn- + — (T 3^_ r J ' 3 
K 
The expressions for jSu, etc, are developed in the same manner as are 
•to* UL 
the expressions for A, and A « 
Whenever simple right-half s-plane zeros are added to £-, in such 
a way as to keep \Q-A unchanged at real frequencies, equation (39) 
points out that compensating zeros are added in the left-half s-plane. 
The result is that the summation of the zeros or the summation of 
powers of the zeros of (£^ are unchanged by the addition of simple 
right-half s-plane zeros to £*•. In equation form, this is 
~sT^?-; < i o8> 
« . 
where £s2V is the summation of the (2m-l)th powers of all the zeros of 
l i , • 
Q-^t regardless of location in the s-plane, a n d ^ s . i s the summation of 
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the (2m-l)th powers of the left-half s-plane zeros of reflection as de-
termined from equation (101)„ The index m assumes values 1, 2, 3> • 
Ihen the right-hand side of equation (lo8) i s subst i tuted in 
equation (8£) and is2*"1 i s replaced by i t s hyperbolic form (see equation 
(2.) 
(103) for the hyperbolic form for m=l)5 the values of successive A ' s 
become 
^ * sinhoL + sinhb , ^ V c (109) 
^ d sinhSoJ- sinhSb, sinha+sinhb" A*- °^ sinnsajrSinn^p.smna+sinnpL^B 
^ 4 L sin 21T/zn sin fr^n J V z l ' 
K (110) 
Discussion of maximizing«—With a Tchebycheff response, the question 
arises as to whether it is possible to secure a maximum transmission 
behavior.. For example, if the load and source networks are specified, 
is it always possible to find a matching network which optimizes the 
transmission by producing a minimum in \P-,{ 7 Secondly, are there 
^ JL max 
conditions under which the variation of the transmission in the pass 
band is least? 
The answer to the first question is found by attempting to 
minimize \Q*\ for the simplest of all cases -- single elements in 
the load and source networks» The simplest case is chosen because 
the least number of elements of the overall network is fixed,'leaving 
the greatest latitude for choice of the remaining elements * 
A comparison between equations (106) and (109) reveals that an 
increase in the ft*?* term always decreases a, but does not change b„ 
An increase in (f always decreases a while simultaneously increasing bo 
61* 
Since the expression for |£i|max is (as listed in Fig. 11) 
In I _ / k?+ £* Coshnb &*i) 
'^ 'max , / I H-k*+€* "coshna 5 
it is evident that an increase in either |sri or <f$ or both, al-ways in-
creases \qJ max°
 t^ms» th® minimum value of l(hlmax is found by sub-
stituting in equation (111) the a and b values of 
%a~ W t Si'nh q - s i n h b . C112) 
A > " sin ff/Zn 
) 
w sinhoL + s inhb (113) 
A < c ^intr/Zn 
00 
If the A-, fs, 0) , and n are fixed by the data of the problem, the minimura 
value of iP-il' Q V for Tehebycheff behavior is unique. 
gffects of imbedded all pass sections 0--The second question can be 
answered by considering the effect of the parameter CT, which is added 
when an all pass structure is imbedded in the matching network. The 
purpose of (f is to provide an added term in the gain integral equations, 
The added term is present in one set of equations, but it does not 
appear in the other» The <f term supplies the parameter needed to free 
an otherwise fixed difference between corresponding A and A coeffi-
cients o However, the added (5 term can be used to adjust the ripple 
or tolerance of {Q^ (as well as that of \t\ and that of ln(l/l3-[ )) 
in the pass bando It is pointed out that the possibilities of the 
tfterm have not been explored by other investigators, doubtless 
because the need for such a term is not apparent until matching 
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networks are interpolated between two arbitrary networks. The manner 
in which the <f term affects the gain and tolerance of the entire net-
work system is included in the following section0 
Variation of parameters and effect on network response.--In order to 
gain a comprehensive view of the manner in which (f and other parameters 
affect the network behavior, it is instructive to study a range of 
possible choices for the parameters. For any given problem with source 
and load networks of arbitrary complexity! the optimum behavior cannot 
exceed the behavior of a system with single-element source and load 
networks if those single elements are identical with the exterior 
elements of the original source and load networks. Thus, the simplest 
ease is used for comparison of parameter effects„ 
The ratio 
ta n h b _ Ig.U'n _ s (ilk) 
tanh a. " \Q\Lu 
is chosen as a measure of tolerance or ripple in the pass band. "When 
te) 
8 equals unity, the ripple or tolerance is zero. If A? is replaced by 
0> 
H£f, where H is a real constant equal to or greater than unity, the 
CO 
companion equations for the A^Ts are 
/ v * * . , N sinh a- sirvhb , A rr
 ( l lS) 
sinir/5Ln 
* U A * rs sinhoifSinhb a") 
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0) 
where D in equation (115>) is equal to (f/K? and is given by 0^4P»2^° 
The parameter D permits the behavior of (f to be normalized with respect 
to A*. 
As D increases from zero to one quarter, the numerator of 
equation (lilt) increases monotonically, while the denominator of 
equation (lilt) decreases monotonically. Thus, S increases monotonically 
as D increases from zero to one quarter. This is the answer to the 
second question above regarding the variation of transmission in the 
pass band* In the event D=0o2f>, a is equal to b, and the minimum and 
maximum values of [QJ are unity, indicating that while there is no 
ripple, there is no transmission either„ 
Combination of equations (115>) and (116) yields 







Thus § becomes 
tanhn(smh- 1 | in£) (£ [H-14 4P 
tanhn<slnh<{(s ln^£[H+ l -4<j 
(119) 
Equation (119) yields pertinent information regarding the be-
havior of the pass band ripple of the reflection and transmission coef-
ficientso For example, if An, H, D, and &> are fixed and n approaches 
infinity, equation (119) becomes 
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l l m & 
n~»oo "^liM 
(120) 
For a fixed H and a fixed D<0o2£, it is interesting to note that 0<S<1<, 
This indicates that a finite difference can exist between the upper and 
lower ripple limits even when the number of elements in the matching 
network approaches infinity» 
The upper and lower values of [Q^\ as given in Fig0 11 can be 
rearranged in the above case for n-̂ oD as 
lim IQ 
cosh 
• I m a x 
n -00 
; ) (H - I+4D) ) 
«»K©©(H + I-4I>)> 
0 ) . 
K 
zJKZtec. 
•-——- . i n 
- / r r - . . -
" ZCOc 
u> 
limW - H t M K ' ^ 
(121) 
(122) 
The variations of |CU , Ip J .and 6 are shown for various H's 
NT max* '̂ I'min 
with D fixed at zero in"Fig. 12(a), (b), (c), or any other horizontal 
(0co 
series of sketches of Fig„ 12. (it is emphasized that H, i£T, n, w , 
etc., are fixed quantities for a particular problem„} 
If, for the sake of argument, it were possible to vary the 
element of the source network, H could assume all positive values from 
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Figo 12/ Variation of \Q^ with n and H (Sheet 2) 
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unity on toward Infinity.' As H increases from unity toward infinity 
0] 
mth B9 Aj*j n, o>„ fixed (see equation (119))9 6 increases monotonically 
fro® an initial value toward unity. On the other hand, the value of 
^1- max decreases to a fflifiisium and then increases toward unity as H 
. u) (jrt. 
increases from unity toward infinity«. The HAr̂ " or A?5 term for minimum 
152,1 max ̂ -s frantically' the 1J term which would be found by the Fano 
procedure (26)« The above effect is shown in Figo 12(a), (d), (g), 
(J)» M» (p)> or any other vertical series of sketches of Fig» 12, 
0)« 
As first n and then H are allowed to approach infinity with A* 
and ®c fixed and D equal to zero, equation (120) indicates that S 
approaches unity, and the ripple approaches zero. Accordingly, [Q J 
Is equal to [ Q J ^ throughout the pass bande The value of l(Vl a y is 
found by letting H approach infinity in the exponential form of 
equation (121). The result is 
l i m IIITIIQJ 
H->co 
max 
L n -^oo 
I (123) 
which i s shown in Fig0 12(r)o I t i s in te res t ing to note that equation 
(123) represents the ultimate In ref lec t ion coefficient magnitudes for 
the type of network under consideration. IShen the constant 
ln(l / |£>J ) taken from equation (123) i s integrated between zero and 
_L max 
63 9 the result is 
j l ^ ) d u = s_i oo (12JU) 5 
which is the greatest value the gain integral of equation (12^) can 
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OL ever-attain, with the chosen &?e I t i s pointed out again that the 
r e s u l t of equation (12li) can never be reached so long as Hifc? (or A?) 
i s f i n i t e , 
An interesting special case occurs when H is equal to unity. 
Since k? is thereby equal to A£, the first elements of the source and 
load networks are numerically equalc The value for \Q«\ , is given by 
[sinh nb/sinh naJ (see Figo 11), which can be expressed as 
= s i n h n b = (125) 
, lmln s m h n a 
sinU^inh-' | in£)^)(H-l+4p| 
sinhn(,inh|5 in|)(£|H + 1^j ; 
with the aid of equations (117) and (ll8)0 If D is zero, equation (125) 
indicates that l̂ f I m 4 n is equal "to zero for any value of n, Fig» 12(a), 
(b), (c) show the variation of \Q^\ with w and n for H equal'to unity 
and D equal to zero'. The above situation is to be avoided in matching 
networks, since perfect matching at some frequencies in the pass band 
leads to inefficient use of the area under the gain curve. As can be 
seen fro® equation (125), the introduction of D serves to increase 
151^min aiJC* ̂ l019"8 lft(l/lQJ ) to vary between two non-zero values in 
the pass bancL 
4s D varies from zero to 0*25 with H and n fixed, equation (119) 
indicates that 8 approaches unity for each value of the ratio Aj/b „ 
This behavior is shown in Fig* 13(a), (d), (g), or any other vertical 
series of sketches of Fig„ 13. It was shown previously in equation 
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Fig. 13 . Variation of 6 v s . A^/e^ for Various n, D, and H 
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(115) that the gain vanishes when D is equal to 0o2E>„ 
As ,n-KO with D and H fixed, equation (119) and (120) indicate 
that the © •values change only slightly for a particular value of JU/&) . 
This behavior is shown in Fig» 13(a), (b)s (c)3 or any other horizontal 
series of sketches of Fig0 13o 
(i) 
As A?/u> approaches zero with D and H fixed, equation (119) re-
duces to 
llmS -- H " ' 4 4 p > (126) 
regardless of n, This behavior is showi in FigQ 13(a)s {h)9 (c)$ or any 
other horizontal series of sketches of Figo 13e 
dptimum Gain Considerations 
It is noted earlier that simple zeros of reflection of ̂ 1 in the 
right-half s-plane often are required for obtaining consistency in the 
simultaneous gain integral equations„ This section offers some sug-
gestions as to the Manner of choosing fh@ simple zeros of reflection» 
The double zeros of reflection are assumed to be zero for this dis-
cussion o 
When the pass band extends from zero to c*3 9 and when In(l/[nJ ) 
is assumed to be constant over the pass band and zero in the stop band, 
equations of the form given by equation (82) can be integrated from 
zero to m and arranged as 





hwiH^ itm-l > 2. V>r' <
13°> 
co^5 MUw-i Zm-| Sri 5 
where m==lj, 2, 3, - - - • The s„.'s of the set of equations represented 
"by equations (127) "through (130) are the added simple ri^it-half s-plane 
zeros of py and the roots of the polynomial 
£S-SCI) CS- Sr*,) __„CS-S,k). (131) 
For a specified -value of ms it is desired to solve the system of 
equations (12?) through (130) to find the number and location of the 
9: i*s such that rin(l/|Q,l )(2c*) /it)J assumes its greatest value* The 
form of the s^'s is of great importance in obtaining the largest gain rj 
integrals for practical caseso 
No added right-half s-plane zeros of reflection,---then a zero of trans-
mission at infinity of order one exists, equation (130) with ra equal to 
unity forms the system of equations. It is obvious that 
[(in(i/iej ))(a»»] is greatest when there are no added right-half 
•L w 
s-plane zeros$ none is needed to bring about consistency„ 
Added simple rigbt-half s-plane zero of reflection o-̂ -'When a zero of 
transmission at infinity of order two exists,, a set of two equations is 
formed from equation (130) with m equal to one and two0 Equations 
7£ 
(127) and (128) are specific examples of the set of equations• 
The s Js must be chosen in such a manner as to make <s « as rj i rj 
small as possible, consistent mdth as large a ̂ s ^ as possible. It is 
stated and proved in the literature (27) that J* s . should be a single 
positive quantity £.-.;, corresponding to on© real, positive root* The 
value of €•* can be found by simultaneous solution of equations (127) 
and (128) when ̂ s . and |s3. are replaced by €-. and £~. If the special 1 rj i r j J- 1 
case 
t00'- . I A ' (132) 
™ ' COc^3 
i s discounted, the s ignif icant fact emerges tha t the simplest of a l l 
possible added r igh t -ha l f s-plane zero combinations i s also the optimum 
zero combinatdono 
A comment concerning the u t i l i t y of a degenerate zero i s 
COeo . p ^oo 
appropriate at this point* If the term -(3JUA> ) is greater than A£5 
t'W M„ 
then Aj must be negative, since 4^ is positive. In Appendix Cs it is 
stated that the presence of a degenerate zero when the zero of trans-
ow 
mission is of multiplicity two increases the value of the A-* term. In 
increase in it, thus reduces the value of -(3kto/dr)» By the addition of 
. . . . ' - ' • • 3 c 
the proper amount of shunt capacitance or series inductance (whichever 
is required) to the first section of network I", a zero of sufficient 
degeneracy between networks If and I" can be found to bring about the 
special case of equation (132). The term [(ln(l/|(^l ))(2(oJ%)\ assumes 
its greatest value because no added right-half s-plane zeros are needed, 
Two and more added simple right-half s-plane zeros of reflection0—then 
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the multiplicity of the zero of transmission at infinity is three, the 
m of equation (130) is also three» The set of equations are equations 
(12?), {128), and (129). It is not possible to find an explicit 
expression for the type and location of the added zero(s), since the 
degree of some of the equations is equal to five* It is possible, 
however, to simulate a typical case and thereby arrive at a suggested 
method of procedure.' 
The following values are chosen for the typical casei JU==li<>G, 
(rt» r 1 
A^—2,,0, and, for simplicity, L(ln(l/tQJ ))(2&3 /it) J is replaced by g. 
[\\ 
The parameter g is found for various values of A*> for (a) two complex 
roots, (b) one real and two complex roots, and (c) four complex roots* 
A comparison of the results for the various root systems shows that the 
QL 
two complex root case leads to the greatest value of g for all $.-» 
. ^ o o -
values except a small range of values of &,«, The method of reaching 
this conclusion follows. 
Equations (12?) through (129) can be reduced to 
k 
g= 4- - Z^Srj > {133) 
2g= 3 •+ £s,q ? (i3U) 
!6g= 5ll - Z^Srj . (135) 
I 
The two complex roots can be represented as A&^ and Ae°"<3®, where A and 
# are constants^ The ̂ s * becomes 2Aeos©s |s „ becomes 2A^cos30, and 
1 rj « rj 
m'. becomes cos5>3. A further simplification can be achieved 
r rj 
through use of Tchebycheff polynomials of the first kind to replace the 
trigonometric quantities* This method is suggested in a recent Bureau 
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of Standards publication (28)o The values selected for use here are 
listed by Klein (29).. 
cos e - T, (x) = x , (136) 
cos 3a- TsOO ^4x s -3x , (137) 
cos5e=~ROO-f6x5~20x3 + 5x. '(^J 
Combination of equations (136) through (138) with equations (133) 
through (135) yields 
g=4-4(Ax), (139) 
Zg = 3 + 8 (Ax)3 - 6(Ax) A*3 duo) 
i6^ = 5Xt-64(Ax)r+80(Ax)-Z0(Ax) A
4. dta) 
The greatest possible value which g can attain is two^ as can be shown 
from a consideration of equations (139) and (ll|0)o if g assumes values 
in the range between zero and twos simultaneous solution of equations 
(1) 
(139) through '(1&1) yields a value of Ju for each value of g„ The plot 
' -®m of g versus In is shoum in Fig0 lfu 
Ihen one real and two complex roots are considered, the equations 
become 
g=4-4(Ax) - ZB, di.2) 
Z6 = 3+ 8(A*)3-6(Ax)A* + B3 , (iU3) 




Legend: Curve ©--Two complex roots 
Curve © •—One real and two complex roots, B=0«5 
, Curve Q) —One real and two complex roots., B=OL<,0 
Curve (J) —Two real and two complex roots, 
li-U(Ax)=0.£ 
Curve © —Two real and two complex roots, 
ii-'i*(Ax)~loO 
Curve ©—'Two real and two complex roots, 
M4(Ax)=u5 
0-1 
Figo lkm Plot of g vso K? for Various Root Combinations 
19 
where the B term in equation {Xhh) is the value of the added real root* 
0»ot» 
The procedure for solving the equations for A3 in terms of g is similar 
to that for the two complex root case. For each value of the parameter 
B* a solution for A3 equivalent to the two complex root case can be 
obtained* By proper choices of B in convenient increments between 
zero and a greatest vaiue^ it is possible to take advantage of previous 
0^ 
calculations to obtain the variation of A3 with ge The plot of g 
(n̂  
versus A3 for the above case is shown in Figo I4* 
The root pairs for four complex roots are expressed as AeJ®, 
$MT3&:9 Ce^j Ce~3*.'. ihen the Tchebyeheff polynomial representation is 
applied, the result is 
g=J>-4(Ax)]-4-Cy3 dW) 
Zg = [3+8(Ax)-6(Ax)Aa]+ ttW) 
8(Cy)s-6(Cy)C*5 
I6g= 5%1 + [-64(Ax) r+80(Ax)3Aa- (11,7) 
. 20(Ax)A4]-64-(Cy)̂ 80(Cy]0a-20 (Cy). 
The method of obtaining the plot of g versus A3 is similar to the 
method of the two previous cases0 The plot of g versus A3 for the 
above case is included in Fig* llu 
0^ 
for values of A3 greater than 6o80 (for the specific example 
under consideration)^ introduction of a suitable degenerate zero in N" 
reduces A3 to 60 80? while retaining the g of two. In the A3 range from 
zero to approximately $ohl$ the greatest value of g oecurs when the srJ. 
80 
system consists of two complex roots, which form the simplest consistent 
Woo 
combination for solution of the simultaneous equations • In the A-, range 
from approximately %okl to 6080, no physical solution exists for the s . 
r0 
system with two complex roots0 "However, the next simpler case, that of 
OW 
one real and two complex roots, can be used, in the A3 range from Sohl 
to €o80 to yield g values almost as large as might have been obtained 
had the two-root curve been applicable„ 
While the curves of Fig0 ll* are constructed for a particular 
case, the type of curves and general behavior apply for situations 
involving a transmission zero of multiplicity two at infinity» The 
first trial in an optimizing problem for the transmission zero of 
multiplicity two at infinity should include the two complex zero case 
where the s ,'s are equal to Ae^® and Ae~*<3®<, CfeXy if the simultaneous 
rj ' 
equations show a need for 9 greater than %/2$ should the next more 
complex combination be considered0 It should be noted that the latter 
introduces more unknowns than equations„ A solution which provides 
consistency of results must be used0 The above approach conceivably 
can be applied for transmission zeros of complexity greater than two* 
Construction of latching Networks 
Tchebycheff behavior g--The basic essentials of the mathematical 
description of the Tchebycheff behavior and the manner in which the 
poles and zeros of the reflection and transmission coefficients are 
related to Tchebycheff functions are given in detail in a previous 
section• It is appropriate at this point to outline specific methods 
for obtaining the networks which lead to a predetermined Tchebycheff 
behavior„ 
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Iiet it be assumed that the values and locations erf the elements 
of the load and source networks are specified and that the value of the 
nominal pass band width, G> , the total number of zeros of transmission 
at infinity, n, and an acceptable limit of tolerance and gain are given. 
0) ou 
Thenecessary A^'s and A^'s can be found directly from the load and 
source networks by means of the methods of Appendix B* 
Simultaneous solution of equations of the type specified by 
equations (106), (107), (109), and (110) leads to values of the 
parameters a and b and right-half s-platie zero summations•. The 
Tchebycheff poles and zeros of £. can be found by use of equations 
(100) and (101). The added right-half s-plane zeros of Q* introduce 
pole and zero factors as explained in Chapter II0 If maximum gain is 
a deciding factor, choice of the single right-half s-plane zeros of 
reflection should be influenced by the material in the section ^Optimum 
Gain Considerations,11 which is found in this chapter,, The double 
right-half s-plane zeros of reflection are chosen to be consistent 
with a required tolerance <> The combination of the zero and pole 
factors of £ Y takes a form similar to equation (jh)» A value for Zj(s), 
that is, the input impedance to the entire network system (including 
load, matching, and source networks), can be found from an inverted 
form of equation (6) as 
7(c\T 1 +PCs) . (iW) 
z ^ J i - £<s ) 
A Darlington synthesis of Z*(s) leads to the load, matching, and source 
networks in successione 
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Use of degenerate zeros«—If the load network has a zero of transmission 
of multiplicity n* at infinity, the A? t_r term is increased algebra-
ically by the presence of a degenerate zero when n' is even and de-
creased algebraically when nr is odd* A similar statement can be made 
concerning the source network with a zero of transmission of multi-
plicity n«» at infinity. 
In the manipulation of the simultaneous equations for determining 
a, h, etc., it may be apparent that a more advantageous solution results 
if the ign'-l o r 2̂n>f«-i *erms? o r both, can be changed. If the desired 
changes are consistent with the conditions just stated for degenerate 
zeros, the matching network can begin or end, or both, in properly 
chosen elements of the same type as the last elements of the load and/or 
source networks« For example, let it be assumed that n'=3„0? A^IuO, 
and the last element of M' (the load network) is a shunt capacitance, 
If an kt of three results in more desirable characteristics, the 
matching network can begin with a shunt capacitance of a value deter-
0). 
Mined by the Ad of three„ The remainder of the matching network can 
be' found by absorbing temporarily the degenerate zero element into the 
load network.. 
Use of Darlington type C and D sections,—The section which appears as 
the result of a simple zero of reflection on the positive real axis is 
called a Darlington I type G section (30) and is shown in Fig* 15 in a 
tee form and in a close-coupled form* It is demonstrated earlier that 
a zero of transmission occurs at an added right-half s-plane zero of 
reflection« The shunt M-C combination of Fig* 15> accounts for the 




(a) Tee Form 
j^M^, 
M 2 = S L I ^ 
(b) Close-coupled Form 
Fig, lf>. Darlington Type C Section 
Fig. 16. Darlington Type D Section 
of including "the type C section in the matching network is showi in 
Appendix I -where examples are worked • 
The section #iieh appears as a result of two conjugate right-half 
s-̂ plane zeros of reflection is called a Darlington type D section and is 
shown in Fig, 160 Any desired cora'bination of added ri#it~half s-plane 
8U 
zeros of transmission can be achieved through cascaded type C and D 
sections« 
The addition of a double zero of reflection at a point on the 
positive real axis introduces a single zero of transmission at the 
positive real axis point. This fact is verified earlier. Hence^ the 
presence of a double zero of reflection on the positive real axis re-
quires a Darlington type C section in the matching network* An example 
of the above case is shown in Appendix E„ 
CHAPTER 17 
SUMMARY 
This study shows that it is possible to produce an impedance 
match over a finite frequency range between a source system and a load 
impedance,. The study resolves itself into two major phases? the de-
termination of the conditions imposed on a resistance-terminated 
cascade of three lossless two-terminal-pair networks by the two outer 
networks of the cascade, and second, the investigation of the effects 
of specifying the Tchebycheff form of matching behavior over a finite 
frequeney range* 
It is found that the conditions imposed on the overall system 
by the two outer networks can be expressed as the necessary conditions 
of physical realizability of the overall reflection coefficients q. 
and Q2 an(3 ^e overall transmission coefficient t as determined by the 
known reflection and transmission coefficients g», t}, Q»", t"'1 of the 
load and source networks. The necessary conditions are found to be 
sufficient as well. 
Instead of a reflection or transmission coefficient it is 
convenient to use the return loss function, which is simply related to 
its corresponding reflection coefficient, as a means of describing the 
transmission behavior at real frequencies,, A set of integral relation-
ships serves to relate the real frequency behavior of the magnitude of 
the reflection coefficients to a number of coefficients of the Taylor 
series expansions for the return losses about transmission zeros• 
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These coefficients are known through the necessary conditions imposed 
by the known load and source networks,, 
With the Tchebycheff (or equal ripple) form of transmission in 
mind, a second set of integral relationships is developed in terms of 
a return loss function, the corresponding reflection coefficient 
function of which has no right-half s-plane zeros, Combination of the 
two sets of integral relationships and use of suitable additive factors 
lead to the determination of the overall reflection coefficients» 
Methods of modern network synthesis are then used to determine the 
matching network* 
The additive factors mentioned above are added rigfrt-half s-plane 
m&ros of reflection* They are used to produce consistency in the com-
bined sets of integral equations and are also used to adjust the toler-
ance or variation between maximum and minimum transmission in the pass 
band., 
for particular load and source networks and a fixed complexity 
of the overall network, it is possible to (a) obtain any level of 
transmission less than a fixed limiting value if no restriction is 
placed on tolerance and (b) obtain any desired tolerance less than a 
fixed limiting value if no restriction is placed on the level of trans-
mission^ (& decrease in tolerance always causes a decrease in the 
level of transmissiono) If both a desired gain and transmission are 
specified in advance, it may or may not be possible to find a matching 
network to meet the specified limits * In the event it is not possible 
to find a suitable solution, a compromise solution must be made0 
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APPMXDC A 
WM M T R H SOLUTION FOE HEFLECTIOW AND TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENTS 
Three independent circuit parameters are required to specify an 
arbitrary two-terminal-pair network completely* These nay be either 
the three open-circuit impedances, z^, 2122* anc^ zi2* or ^ e three 
short-circuit admittances^ y,,, Tvo* and ^1?' or on@ ^ r a n s m i s s i ° n an(3 
two reflection coefficients» The situation of interest her® is the 
case of transmission and reflection coefficients of two terminal-pairs * 
The expressions for the reflection and transmission coefficients, 
found below, can be obtained from the wave matrix of two lossless trans-
mission lines terminating in a lossless two terminal-pair (31). The 
wave matrix is the coefficient matrix of the simultaneous algebraic 
equations expressing the relationships between incident and reflected 
voltages and currents at the network junctions * The diagram of Fig* 1-A 
illustrates the electrical connection of the lines and indicates the 
notation for the steady-state phasor voltage and current relationships 
at each end of the two terminal-pair« The phasor voltages at a and b 
6 0 0 0 
are 1 and ?-* while the phasor currents are Ia and 1^* (The dots 
indicate steady-state phasor forms*) The phasor voltages and phasor 
currents are further divided into incident and reflected components* 
The **!'* and H3fl subscripts refer to the incident wave, and «2« and *t* 
subscripts refer to the reflected wave0 Since the characteristic 
impedances are pure resistances, the power in the incident and re-
flected waves is 
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6 ip / 
A]_l /Z for the power in the incident wave at a, 
AgI / 2 • for the power in the reflected wave at a, 
|A31 /% -u for the power in the incident wave at b, and 
|Aj, I /Z - for the power in the reflected wave at b» 
1 4 • 00 
fhe powers are proportional to the squares of the magnitudes of the 
incident and reflected voltages. If Q1, Q , and t are designated as 
the voltage-reflection and voltage-transmission coefficients of the two 
terminal-pair, the following equations describe the behavior of the 
voltages and currents at the terminals of the two terminal-pair„ 
A«, _ ̂ _k_ + ^ _A4_, &-V 
\Z-oa. JLOCU IL-CXK, 
• • • 
h*L- - + -AJ_ + a, -A±_ . (A-2) 
The coefficient matrix of the above system is the wave matrix„ 
If the characteristic impedance of each transmission line is one 
ohm, the lines can be replaced by one-ohm resistances and associated 
sources as shown in Figs 2-A. The same directions are used for voltage 
and current as before, but the dots are no longer used in the phasor 
representation.* The incident voltage on the right is En/2 and is Eo/2 
on the left* Since the total voltage at the right-hand network 
terminals is. V,, the reflected voltage is (V..-HL/2), Therefore, the 
following equations are the counterparts of equations (A-l) and (A-2)? 
Vf-)=e^ + t4->
 (A"3) z 
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Figo 1-A. Lossless 'tines Connected to Two Terminal-pair 




From equations (A-3) and (A-Uj and the definitions of the reflection 
and transmission coefficients, it is evident that 
e.= 







t- ZV 5 2 V. 
6«.=o Si-0 
(A-7) 
It is seen from Fig. 2-A and equations (A-5) and (A-6) that p., and p 
are the conventional voltage-reflection coefficients between impedances 
Zj_ and Zg) respectively, and one-ohm terminations. It can be shown 
also that (32) 
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In this study it is necessary to examine the reflection and 
transmission coefficients of two and three lossless sections in tandem., 
For this purposej the so-called A-matrix given in Eagan (Jjt) is 
introduced., The elements of this matrix are the A-c©efficients. The 
A-coefficients are alternate raeans of describing two-terminal-pair net-
work behavior In teims of the input and output voltages. The matrix 
equation for the terminal voltages in terms of the A-c©efficients is 
V, - ¥ 
An A& 
X 
Aa,i A22, V2. O 
(A-lb) 
Through use of equations (A-3), (A-!*), and (A-10), it is found that 
A, l =i / t , (A-ll) 
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Aw = e./t, a-") 
Ai»* t-^,Q t/t . (A-iM 
It can "be shown that the A-matrix of any number of cascaded lossless 
two terminal-pairs is the product of the individual A-matrices (3li). 
This useful property permits calculation of the overall reflection 
and transmission coefficients of the duo-cascade of two lossless two 
terminal-pairs in terms of the transmission and reflection coeffi-
cients of the individual two terminal-pairs© The arrangement of the 
duo-cascade is shown in Figo 3-A* Through use of the product of the 
A-matrices of the individual two terminal-pairs? the reflection and 
transmission coefficients for the duo-cascade are found to be 
g ^ , n " ft')* ; tt-35) 
O-ti'+n' (tT , (A_16) 
, f t" (A-17) 
u" i - W 
In the same way the reflection and transmission coefficients for 
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(b) Individual Networks 
Figo 3-Ao Duo-cascade of Two Terminal-pairs and Individual Networks 
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(b) Individual letworks 
Fig0 ! H U Trio-cascade of Two Terminal-pairs and Individual Networks 




DETEHMHiTKM OF COEFFICIENTS FOR RETURN LOSS EXCISIONS 
General Properties of Return Loss Expansions 
In this appendix, £and t are general reflection and trans-
mission coefficients for any lossless two terminal-pair. Correspond-
ingly , ln(l/@(s)) is a general return loss function. The coefficients 
of the Taylor series expansion of In(l/()} about a zero of transmission 
are proportional to the derivatives of ln(l/Q) at the zero of trans-
ffiissioru It can be shoira 05) that the Taylor series expansions of 
ln(l/^(s)) about zeros of t of order n at the origin and infinity can 
have only odd numbered and real coefficients up to and including the 
(2n-l)th. fhen the zero of transmission is at a point on the j-axis 
other than s=*0 and s=G^ all coefficients of the Taylor expansion of 
In(l/g(s)) up to and including the (2n-l)th can be'present. The odd 
coefficients are real and the even coefficients are imaginary» 
Derivatives of Return Loss Expansions 
A reflection coefficient can be expressed as 
nfO-4-h fe-Sot)(s-So*) (S-Sorn) (B-i) 
irhere sQl, m^9 - - •- s ^ are the zeros of Q(s)$ s ^ s^, s ^ 
are the poles of §(s), ajad h is a real constants, A corresponding 
expression for ln(l/()(s)) is 
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I n f ^ f ^ ±h+ ^n ip~SPI)4V _4n (s -spJ. -
[ in (s-So,)-L__^in (s-sotn)] . 
(B-2) 
The first derivative of ln(l/g(s)) yields 
.+.-!_+--+ t 4-T-V (B-3) 
[Cs-Sp.) (S-Spz) fe-SrfJ fs-So,) Cs-Sca) fe-Sofi,]] 
The second derivative of ln(l/()(s)) yields 
,+---+; 
|(S-Sp,f (S-Sp^f (S-Sprrjj 
.+-+: 
[(S-S.(f (S-So*)* (S-Som)*J 
(B-i*) 




C ^ s r ^sPm-5)
kJ 
(B-S) 
Eeturn Loss Coefficients at Transmission Zeros 
Return loss coefficients for zeros of t at the origin„—From the 
previous discussion of return loss expansions about transmission zeros 
at s=Gj s==oo, and s=2j£̂  it is evident that the Taylor series expansion 
of ln(l/^(s)) about a zero of transmission of multiplicity n at the 
origin can be expressed in the form 
1 * i/e(s)=j>+A:s+A;ss+ ^sn^-v ^ 
where the A's are real0 The real part of ln(l/g(s)) vanishes at the 
origin for a zero of t at the origin, leaving zero or % as the value 
of p 3 depending on the sign of Q at the origin. By letting s=£) in 
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expression (B-50, the A0fs can be found directly as 
A' Zk-\~ ^k y So* - ySp\ I 
(B-7) 
uhere k?=l, 2. 3» - - - n, and where the s . »s and the s »s are the 
01 pi 
zeros and poles, respectively, of ̂  0 
Return loss coefficients for zeros of t at infinity.—If s is replaced 
by l/p, the behavior of the derivative of ln(l/(>) at s=oo can be 
examined by noting the behavior of the derivative of ln(l/(j) at p=Q» 
The general form for the kth derivative becomes 
(k-i)i ,+-••+; 
L(i;-P)k tL-fft # -Ki-pf %,-PT\ 
(B-8) 
According to the previous discussion of return loss coeffieients, the 
Taylor series expansion of ln'(l/Q(a)) about a zero of transmission at 
infinity can be expressed as 
J in4,=J^^ i +£ >+----VW3k<-,i+ •
 (B"9) 
.00, 
The value of ^ depends on the sign of £ a t i n f i n i t y . The A f s can be 
found froffl expression (B-6) by l e t t i n g p=0o The values for the A°°'s 
a r e , spec i f ica l ly , 
A* -
WH ~ Zk-
JUH * \ ~ ak-i 
Ooi - > Dpi y 5 
(B-10) 
where k==l5 2, 3 , - - - n0 
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leturn loss coefficients for zeros of t at s equal to j(t)v»—The Taylor 
series expansion for ln(l/§(s)) about a zero of transmission at s=j&i)v 
is given by 
In I/qis)=jb?+ A^(s-jwv) + j dz\s-ja>„)\ (B-U) 
/C(s-jH)+...+j C^-j4"+At,Cs-jc4"'^ 
The form of equation (B-ll), i0ee5 odd coefficients real, even coeffi-
cients imaginary, was stated earlier« The coefficients of equation 
(B-ll) are given as 
jBoV=[lnl/^Cs)]s=jWv , 
j Bk *AK " = 17 y^i-j^vh'XSpi -jc*) 
[ \ L » 5— __ 
(B-12) 
(B-13) 
where k=l, 2, 3, - 2n-l0 Equation (B-13) follows directly from 
expression (B-^). The odd values of k apply for the Av
v,s* and the 
even values of k apply for the B^'s* 
Return loss coefficients for zeros of t on the positive real axis»~ 
When t has a zero of multiplicity n at &=$# a point on the positive 
real axis, it is possible for p to have a zero of multiplicity n« there 
also. The manner of finding the Taylor series of ln(l/p(s)) with both 
Ug and n indices is outlined in the following sections,. 
It is stated in the literature (36) that ̂  has a pole of multi-
plicity n« at the point -tfv whenever Q has a zero of multiplicity n^ 
at $v, 
If p has a zero of multiplicity n^ at Cf̂ , the function ln(l/<9) is 
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not analytic at (fv and cannot be expanded in a Taylor series about &v<, 
HoTsever, \n{l/o) can be expressed in terms of a modified return loss 
-which is analytic at <$y* In order to secure a modified reflection 
coefficient which does not have zeros in the right-half s-plane, §(s) 
can be multiplied by [(s+O^)/(s-0V)]nOo The modified reflection 
coefficient is given as 
^ (S) ' ̂ CS) "ci^O* ' 
(rU 
Tfifcere g(s) does not have zeros at s=0J,o The corresponding expression 
for £>(s) is 
The expanded form for In(l/£(s)) about a zero of t on the positive real 
axis becomes 
h\ i/^cs)- noi/i[Cs+Cvycs-ov)]+/C-t- (B-16) 
j ^ + A^^-^)A+ + 
At^-o-vriAt.-^^n 
The coefficients of equation (B-l6) are real since £>(s) is real for 
real §, It is seen that 
/£+j $- in i^)te+ ̂ - ^ f U , (B-I?) 
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rf I ^ — „»Lf r- -iW™ 
^k= "k L ^ 5 " ^ ) ~4_tspi-°i) 
I I 
(B-18) 
-where 1ml, 2, 3, - - - (2n-n,s-l)e The zero at cfv and the pole at -fry 
should not be included in the summations of equation (B-l8) because the 
&?* coefficients as determined by equation (B«l8) are, in reality, the 
&£* coefficients for ln(l/^(s))j g(s) does not contain zeros at +CCy or 
poles at• - Oy> 
Return loss coefficients for zeros of t in the right-half g-plane.—In 
a similar manner, the appropriate equations for a zero of t of multi-
plicity n at a point s-j, in the right-half s*-plane are found. The 
equation for ln(l/0(s)) is 
i n l/ets)=nolr)[(s+Si,)Csf ^ / ( s - S v X s + s ^ (B"19) 




The coefficients of equation (B-19) are given by 
A^jeM* k&xgz 





-where k^l, 2, 3S - - - (2n«nQ-l)o The zeros at sv and sv-and the poles 
at -Sy and -s*-̂  should not be included in the summations of equation 
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(B-21) because the (iAjE?') coefficients as determined by equation 
tB-̂ 21) are the coefficients for ln(l/(?(s)i Q(s) does not contain zeros 
at By and "Sv or poles at -s v and -i"v» The expansion for ln(l/^(s)) at 
a zero of t equal to i"y is the conjugate of equation (B-19)» 
Methods for Calculating Coefficients of Taylor Series of ln(l/£) 
If the reflection coefficient is given in factored form, as in 
equation (1^1), the direct application of the formulas just developed 
is sufficient to determine the Taylor series coefficients. Unfortunate-




n'V..-tan-ls+ cu ^ (B-22) 
Two methods for calculating the coefficients of the Taylor series of 
ln(l/o(s)) about a transmission zero are apparent immediately» First, 
the numerator and denominator of equation (B-22) can be factored and 
the various ŝ .*s and s * *s founds second, the successive derivatives 
01 pi 
of ln(l/Q(s)) can be calculated and evaluated at the transmission zero* 
Both of these methods are extremely cumbersomea When the degree of the 
numerator or denominator of 0(a) is greater than four, the first method 
requires the use of one of the approximate root determination schemes, 
whereas the labor for the second method pyramids with each successive 
derivative 0 
The form of the expressions for the coefficients given by 
equations (l-7), (B-10), (B-13), (B-18), and (B-20) suggests that 
direct summations of the roots can be used0 By a method due to Newton 
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(37)* the sum of the arth powers of the roots of an algebraic equation 
with real coeffieients can be found. For example, if a function of s 
(such as the numerator of g(a)) is given by 
-ffe) = aoSnfa,sn-'+a«.sn^..- +a„.,s+an=oJ (B-23> 
the sum of the mth powers of the roots assumes the form 
(B-210 ^fo SJJ + S<!J,+ •»__•+ Sbn" y Sol 
I 
The successive values of S_ are found from the following tabulation 
m o 
starting with S-, J 
ia. + S^'O (B-25) 
2o2.+ Sial+Sx.a!t = o 
3Qi+5iQi+- 5Aa,-+ S5q0= 0 
Tabulation (B-25>) is used to find the coefficients for the Taylor 
series expansion of ln(l/^(s)) at a zero of transmission at infinity 
where the summations appear in the form 
(B-26) 
The Cs2, " and ̂ s^' are the numerator and denominator ^k-l'8* respective-
iy. 
The sums of the mth powers of the reciprocals of the roots of 
equation (B-23) can be found by repeating tabulation (B-25?) for a 
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transformed equation,, the roots of which are the reciprocals of the 
roots of equation (B-23). The result is 
ltv,*- S,an = o (B-27) 
^n-2.+ OiQm4 Oz.0.n = 0 
3dM.3+S|qn^.f S^Q^ + SiQrT ° 
The tabulation of (B-27) is used to find the coefficients for the Taylor 
series expansion of ln(l/p(s)) about a zero of transmission at the 
origin where the summations appear in the form 
A°: _ I ( *\~^) <\~e^k^ (B-28.) 
^Wr Jk^\\Z}°1 ~ZS '̂ J* 
i i 
The £s v and ̂ s " are the numerator and denominator SOT--!*8* respective-
ly. 
The sums of the reciprocals of the diminished roots of equation 
(B*-23) can be found by transforming equation (B-23) into a new equation, 
the roots of which are s less than the roots of equation (B-23)* and 
then repeating the tabulation of (B-27) with proper regard for the new 
coefficient values. The above procedure can be used to find the 




EFFECT OF DEGENERATE ZEROS 
General 
Ihen two lossless networks, Nf and K", are connected in tandem 
(see Figo 1-G), there are certain properties of the combined system 
which are independent of the parameters of N11 and certain properties 
•which are independent of the parameters of H', For example, at a zero 
of tr in the right-half s-plane or on the imaginary axis, the reflection 
coefficient ̂  and certain derivatives of £-, are independent of network 
H"# At a zero of t*», a similar statement applies for ̂ p an<* network 
Nf. 
The expression for the reflection coefficient ̂ , is repeated 
from equation (A-l5) as 
o - p W W -o'iuSL (tT \ (c-i) 
i-^£." 
It should be noted that the reflection and transmission coefficients 
are those for lossless networks with one-ohm terminations. At & zero 
of t* of multiplicity n«, equation (C~l) indicates that the value of ̂ , 
and its first (2n'-l) derivatives are equal to D» and its first (2n!-l) 
derivatives at the zero of t« except when (1-PiPJO also has a zero at 
the zero of t', Definitiong A zero of (1-gJQ") at a zero of t' is 
called a degenerate zero0 
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Fig« 1-C» Location of Network Parameters 
zero* Hoisever, the function (l-^o«) has at most a simple zero, as 
proved below in Theorem 1~C, and the function (t1)^ has at least a 
simple zero* The singularity at a degenerate zero is removable by 
defining f(s) to be zero at a degenerate zero* M©r#©ver, by Theorem 1, 
Chapter III, the multiplicity of the zero of (t« )2/{-L-&£M) at a 
degenerate zero is (2nf~l)0 In turn, the number of equalities between 
the derivatives of £, and £'. and derivatives of lnjl/Q.(s)} and 
ln(l/£'(s)) is (2n*-2)0 
Theorem 1-Cf. The degenerate zeros are simple, they occur on 
the inaginary axis, and they are caused by the first zero-producing 
elements in I1** 
Proofs The reflection coefficient of a lossless network 





Specifically, for Figo 1-C the reflection coefficients are 
10$ 
o'.z^l., (C"3) 
Q« 2,"- 1 Cc-lt) 
" " 2,"+ I ' 
n' = z*-~ > . (c-5) 
^"Zi+I 
With the aid of equations (C—It) and (C-£), the expression (l-Qjp") can 
be found in terms of individual input impedances as 
U ^ > - (Zi+ i ) (2f+ j ) 
(c-6) 
It is shorn in the proof of Theorem 1, Chapter III, that (l-^g«) of 
equation (C-6) is positive real and has neither poles nor zeros in the 
right-half s-plane but may have simple zeros or poles on the imaginary 
axis* Howeverj the zeros or poles on the imaginary axis must be simple 
because of the positive-real property* Thus* a degenerate zero can 
occur for s values on the imaginary axis but not in the right-half 
s-plane. In addition, a degenerate zero can reduce the order of the 
equal derivatives of ln(l/jg-.(s)) and ln(l/0'(s)) at the zero of t» from 
(2n»-l) to (2n»~2) and thereby affect only the (2n«-l)th coefficient of 
the Taylor series expansion for ln(I/o.. (s)). If the Darlington 
representation (J8) of N{ and Iif5 ieee5 a ladder configuration of 
alternate shunt and series zero-producing elements, is assumed, the 
value of the first zero-producing element of N! determines the A-, 
coefficient of the Taylor series expansion of ln(l/D,) at a zero of t% 
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the first and second zero-producing elements together determine the next 
coefficientj etc0 Thus, the last element of N
f has no effect on the 
(2^-2 )th or preceding coefficients, but does partially determine the 
(SmV-lJth coefficient. Since the (2n'-l)th coefficient is not inde-
pendent of N n in the case of a degenerate zero, the characteristics of 
N n partially determine the (2n'-l)th coefficient. If the identity of 
N" is abandoned temporarily and the first zero-producing element of N" 
is absorbed into I', the new (2nf-l)th coefficient is independent 
of the modified Mrl> indicating that a degenerate zero is caused by a 
combination of the last zero-producing element of NT and the first 
zero-producing element of N". 
At a zero of (1-gjjP") on the imaginary axis, the steady-state 
phasor representations of CM and p» are 
QI = \UL, M) 
Q" = I £ l . (c-8) 
Through use of equations (C-5>) and (C-Ii), it is seen that 
^ " £ - 2 , cose "' 
•7 " - ~%Jsin6 (c-10) 
at a J-axis value of s for which a degenerate zero occurs•• Under these 
circumstances, the sum of the impedances % « and Z" is zero. It should 
2 1 
be remembered that a zero of (l-p»o») cannot occur unless V also has a 
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(e) Degenerate Zeros a t s=jo)v 
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Figo 2-*Go Degenerate Zeros of Transmission 
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zero. Fig* 2-C illustrates arrangements of circuit elements which 
produce degenerate zeros* 
It is apparent that the presence of a degenerate zero affects 
the (Sn'-ljth coefficient of the Taylor series expansion for ln(l/^,) 
about a zero of t' of multiplicity nf.• It can be shown (39) that for 
n» odd (or even) the (2n«-l)th term of the Taylor expansion of ln(l/(L ) 
about a zero of t! is always decreased (or increased) algebraically in 
the presence of a degenerate zero0 Likewise, for n
!" odd (or even) 
the (2n"!-l)th tern of the Taylor expansion of ln(l/gL) about a zero 
of tMI is always decreased (or increased) algebraically in the presence 
of a degenerate zeroe 
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APPENDIX D 
DETO^BIENT OF CONTOUR INTEGRALS 
(Dontour Integrals Involving o« 
The return loss expressions ln(l/q^ J and ln(l/g ) for the 
complete system can be expanded in Taylor series about transmission 
zeros in the s-plane at zero, infinity, and on the j-axis, since the 
return loss expressions are analytic at the above points. In the right-
half s-plane, however$ it is possible for both a reflection and trans-
mission zero to occur at the same point (h0)o In this case, the return 
loss expressions become indeterminateQ The difficulty is resolved by 
expanding a modified return loss about a transmission zero. The 
Modified function is analytic at the transmission zero in the right-
half s-planeo This behavior is described in Appendix B. 
Relationships between the coefficients of the Taylor series of 
the return loss expressions and the behavior of ln(l/l̂ -. | ) and/or 
1M(1/\Q^\) &% real frequencies can be derived, if desired, by applica-
tion of Cauchy's integral formula (1|1) to the Taylor series expansions 
of the return lossesa The contour used here for application of 
Cauchy1s integral formula consists of a semicircle in the right-half 
s-plane, center at the origin, radius R, and that portion of the 
imaginary axis between =-jR and +jRo In the usual way, the radius of 
the semicircle is allowed to become infinite. Appropriate indenta-
tions are made on the path along the imaginary axis to avoid singu-
larities in the integrand„ The first step in evaluating a particular 
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coefficient of a Taylor series expansion would be to form the product 
of an appropriate weighting function with the return loss. The product 
function contains poles of appropriate multiplicity so that integration 
of the product function around the contour and passage to the limit as 
indicated above results in a number from which the desired coefficient 
can be obtained. 
In the event that g. has zeros in the right-half s-plane, it is 
desirable, for the purposes of this study, to obtain a new reflection 
coefficient function £Q 0 The new function has the poles of £-, and has 
the left-half s-plane zeros of £1 plus the shifted right-half s-plane 
zeros of £,. The latter zeros are found by shifting the right-half 
s-plane zeros of £ to diametrically opposite locations in the left-
half s-plane. The result is a reflection coefficient function QQ which 
has no right-half s-plane zeros but has the magnitude of (>- at real 
frequencies* In this regard, it is shown in equation (7) that Q~ has 
the same magnitude as (") at real frequencies» 
The new return loss function is given as 
JLni=Xn ^ ( s - s p i ) e*~A"LJhfr(s+sok)j 
(D-l) 
The zeros of £ 0 are the s 's which lie in the left-half a-plane. The 
poles of OQ lie in the left-half s-plane, since it was shown in 
Chapter II that a realizable reflection coefficient function is 
analytic in the right-half s-plane and on the j-axis. The sign is 
chosen so that Q^ is positive at the origin0 Thus, (X and In(!/()«) 
are analytic at transmission zeros in the right-half s-plane and on 
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the j-axis and can be expanded in Taylor series about those trans-
mission zeros. Each of the coefficients of the Taylor series for 
ln(l/£«) at a transmission zero can be expressed in terms of the zeros 
and poles of £Q, using the methods of Appendix B„ 
The evaluation of the coefficients then can be made in terms of 
the behavior of ln(l/j£0|) along the imaginary axis* thus establishing 
a link between the real frequency behavior of ln(l/\Q J) and the zeros 
and poles of ()*. The procedure for evaluating the coefficients of the 
Taylor expansion for ln(l/Og) about a transmission zero involves 
application of Cauchy's integral formula to ln(l/p ) and use of the 
integration contour previously described» It is worthy of note that 
ln(l/^n) has no singularities within the integration contour* It can 
be shown (Ij2) that along the j-axis Pn(s)= bn(s)(eJ®(
s), \D (s)land 
ln(l/|p |) are even functions of s, and B is an odd function of s« 
The weighting functions are chosen to retain that part of the integrand 
containing ln(l/|0 |) and to eliminate that part of the integrand 
containing 8 in the contour along the j-axis„ The evaluations of the 
Taylor coefficients at various transmission zero locations follow,, 
Zero of t at infinity,—The form of the Taylor series expansion of 
In(1/^Q) about infinity is (from Appendix B) 
J n i - r i + F J V - ~ H w , ^ .
 <D"> 
where 
/ n n \ 
i 1 
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a n d iip=lj 2 , 39 •• 
To obtain the value of F-T in terms of In(l/(£J ) , ln(l/^n) is 
multiplied by unity, and the resultant function is integrated around 
the contour shown in Fig„ 1-D. Thus, 
R 
' n ^ s - j j (in |^+jajda) + 
P-,C0 
4 ds = o • 
The radius R is allowed to becost© infinite * Since no new singularities 
are encountered in this process, there results 
, ( 3 0 , . 
(D-5) l^W\d^frr' 
CO 
The contour of Fige 1-B serves for the evaluation of F*. The 
O CO 
weighting function is s^, which brings the F^ coefficient into promi-
nence and yields an integral relationship of 
R 
^ i n ^ d 5 = -j{^(in^(+je)dco 
(D-6) 
-r 
5-ds = o. 
5 
As before, as R becomes infinite, 
-a? (D-7) pin ^ -XF3 
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Fig* 1-D. Integration Contour Fig„ 2HD. Integration Contour 
Fig° 3-0. Integration Contour 
Ill 
The process can be repeated to yield a general term of the form 
(D-8) f^»]><-irfc ) 
where m=l, 29 3, - - *-» 
gero of t at the origin,—The form of the Taylor series expansion of 
ln(l/Ort) about zero i s 
JJn-^s+FssV—^,5-V (D-9) 
•where 
r-° I f:^-^-[)\~^-')\ (D-IO) 
hn-i-i^l?^ ->SP' r 
and sf=l, 2, 3, - - - . 
The weighting function is l/s^10, and the contour for integration 
is shown in Fig» 2-1. A semicircular indentation is made at the origin 
to avoid the pole of [(l/s2m)ln<X/^0)] thereo As a result of the 
contour integration, the general term is 
, a > ' - ' - ' — - (D-ll) 
l ^ ^ d " < - i r ' ^ &fn-i * 
where m=l9 2> 3> ~ - -» 
gero of t arl j03yo—-When a transmission zero occurs a t j<Wy, a point on 
the r ea l frequency ax i s , the Taylor ser ies for l n ( l / o n ) about jco-y 
is 
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^ ( S b r j ^ v j - XSpi-j&> 
tm-z)' 
v 1 
rim-r- IF^z Z^ok~Ja)y) ~ ^ - J ^ 
(D-13) 
(B-l t ) 
(D-I5) 
and B * 1 , 2, 3 , —* - * 
The weighting function for obtaining the p ^ ' s i s 
I 1 ).(S+J(O^CS-jc0v/w (D-16) 
XS - j GO*)*" (S-HJ0>*f7 (S*-f G^vJ^ ' 
where sal, 2, 3, - — 0 Use of the contour of Fig* 3-D leads to 
rtwW^-wvfY i I f rirF^ 1 ^ - < ^ r ^-pdw=W x w , 
(D-17) 
inhere rosl, 2, 3S - - - „ 
The weighting function for obtaining the dpv'a i s 
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Cs-jCOv)^"1 (S+JOH) 
] b+frJ*1^-)^ (MB) 
>*7 (s*-a£,)*"* 
where at^L, 2, 3 , - - - . Use of the contour of Fig. 3-D leads to 
WaH^Cco-a^f"i i j n / l f Tf>^ (D-19) ^ • v 
Jr^Zm* ' 
where B = 1 , 2, 3, - « 
Zero of t at oy.—When a transmission zero occurs atc^, a point on the 
positive real axis, the Taylor series expansion for ln(l/^rt) about o^ 
is 
In i/e-Fo^ R%-cr,K__j-F^(s-<rl+ , (D-2°) 
where 
Fo v - ( lh - g - o / — * , 
,- n 
•h ~n~. J S»cr., 
n 
F = ~~ ^k-cvf-y-pi -(rX 
(D-21) 
(D-22) 
and wsslj 2, 3, — T O 
The weighting function i s 
.m 
{s-o-^^ IJ Cs+ov; m 
(D-23) 
The contour of Big. 1-B can be used since there are no singularities of 
the integrand along the imaginary axis. The general term is found to 
be 
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/ » (orr+j&>r+ (GV-J^j 
^o 
-jcor+(Vy-jo)™ , i , rnnuiirr«v, 
zbti+ofr ^i^r^'UJ x w 
(D-21*) 
•where m s l , 2 , 3 , • - <, 
gero of t at sv= d̂ +j(jOva-—When a transmission zero occurs at sv=c£+j(*V, 
a point in the right-half s-plane (not on the positive real axis), the 









^ J ^ ) ^ ^ - 5 ^ - ^ 
(B-26) 
(D-27) 
and m=l, 2, 3, - - - 0 
The procedure for obtaining the f&vrs and Gsv's in terms of 
ln(l/|^Q[) is the same as that used for obtaining the corresponding 
terns of other Taylor series expansions• However, care must be 
exercised in choosing the weighting function. The weighting function 




C ^ s v )
m C s - ^ X s + S v f Cs+5>r ' 
(D-28) 
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•where a, b, c, and d are real numbers• To account for the even real 
terms, iee,, F
Bv9 F*̂ ,. etc*, it is apparent that a choice of a=sl, e=l, 
b=*-l, and d=-l withm odd is a consistent choice for expression (B-28)» 
Similarly, a multiplying factor for obtaining the even imaginary terms, 
i»e., G^v, G?vJt etcQ, has a=l, c=-l, b=-l, and d=l with m odd* The odd 
real terms, i0eo, F?v, F
ef, etc., can be found using a=l, c=l, b=l, and 
d==l with m even* The odd imaginary terms, i„e.r QL
V, G?"", etc, can be 
found using a==l, c=-l, b=l, and d=~l with m even. 
By using the appropriate weighting function and the contour of 




L (j CO- byf"'' ( p - S ^ " 1 ^ Cj Od + Sy) fcm-l 
(D-29) 
(j6J + Sv) F Urn-1 Jtandfi^F*^ > I?. z 
,<A r 
A [ ( j C O - S - ^ 1 (jcO-Sv)£fn-! (jCJ + Sv)^-1 
(D-30) 
(JGO+ST) c"- i*m-i i r i T a f ^ - l j Q ^ , 12 £ 
'00, 
'o 




I 1 I I __ (D-32) 
Cjaj-4-s-v) 
•where m=l, 2, 3> - - - » 
£m ^iti^^XJ^*™-'' 
Contour Integral Values for £Q and Right-half s-plane Reflection Zeros 
The reflection coefficient (>Q and the corresponding return loss 
InCl/^g) have no singularities in the right-half s-plane. However, any 
discussion of the contour integrals is not complete unless right-half 
s-plane zeros of reflection are considered. In this study the addition 
of rigjht-half s-plane zeros of reflection do not have any effect on the 
magnitude of a reflection coefficient at real frequencies. When right-
half s-plane reflection zeros are intentionally used, the addition is 
accomplished by placing a left^half s-plane pole of reflection 
diametrically opposite the added right-half s-plane zero. This cancels 
out the effect of the right-half s-plane zero as far as magnitudes at 
real frequencies are concerned* Thus, a general reflection coefficient 
such as (2 (or D, or pg) c a n appear in the form 
Sts-
v-m-niA^' 
Sr i ) (D-33) 
where Qg i s tha t pa r t of Q -which has no r igh t -ha l f s-plane zeros or 
poles* The s• .«s have, of course, posi t ive rea l pa r t s • The (±1) i s a 
mul t ip l ie r for obtaining the proper sign of p in case i t i s necessary 
to adjust the sign to make (DQ non-negative a t s equal to zero* 
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Th® return loss ln(l/(>) is either analytic at zeros of trans-
mission at the outset or can be modified suitably if a zero of reflec-
tion and a zero of transmission should occur simultaneously in the 
right-half s-plane. ' (See Appendix C.) Thus, ln(l/£) can be expanded 
in a Taylor series about the transmission zeros,, In the following 
section the coefficients of the Taylor series for ln(l/g) are related 
to the coefficients of ln(l/(L) and to the integral relationships 
developed for ln(l/|gQ|)0 In this regard, it is pointed out again 
that \QJ and \Q| are equal on the imaginary axis (at real frequencies), 
and [Q\ can be interchanged with \QQ\ at will at real frequencies. The 
descriptions of the relationships between the expansions for ln(l/pn) 
u 
and ln(l/g-) follow. 
fero of t at infinity0—The general coefficient of the Taylor series 
expansion of ln(l/£) about infinity is taken from equation (B-19) as 
ttm-i 2 m -
where ro=l, 2, 3, - - - „ The soi
fs of equation (D-3li) are zeros of 
g located anywhere in the s-plane. If of the total of n zeros of £ 
there are k right-half s-plane zeros, equation {D-34") can be rearranged 
as 
A 




| / J 
The expression in the first set of parentheses of equation (B-35) can be 
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recognized as stemming from q and is, in fact, Fg ^. Use of equation 
(D-8) and the fact that [qQ\ is equal to 1Q1 for real frequencies lead 
to 
AX,-r(- r h (>-z in,i , d c ^ - A _ f c , (D"36) 
Trjr m ' i m - \ / ^ 
where m=l, 2, 3$ . 
Zero of t at the origin,—& manipulation identical with that above can 





- i r ' ^ F - ^ f k l n i U , . («" 
z i^- CO'u A"lq\ 
k 
m H T T f V 2. ^--(2m-l)^ (_,yn r in/\ - ^ ^ - v ^ 
v j z^-i Zm-ll^V 
where m=l, 2, 3» * 
Zero of t at jo)y.—The Taylor series expansion of ln(l/^) about a zero 
of transmission on the real frequency axis has both real and imaginary 
coefficients. The expression for Q given in equation (D-33) can be 
used to obtain 
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in ±~- in{o + in "^(S+Srj)" LnC^-Srj)j M± 
(D-2»0) 
Thus, from equations (D-13) and (B-12), 
>a>-j/ U j 
JBT-JGT+Jln ^[ (5 — Sr j j j S==j60v 
(D-M) 
and from equation (D-19)5 
JB--jM(^^i,d«* ^Cs+Sr j ) 
' S-j&V 
(D-W) 
After suitable manipulation, the general terms are given by 
(D-t3) r_iriir^ - r^^+^-^Mn ufl>-
^ x m t i _ ^ r - & ) + W v ) % ( c 0 . £ 0 v f " | i (D-iii) 
A x m - i - k V TT <? Cĉ J* - r, W ^ J f n i m c | " + TTJ„ zccaj-cj5-;-
k 
1<2I 
^ ^ ( s r j - j ^ ) 
r (Xm-l) 
> 
where iri., 29 3> - •-— , and Re means "real part of." 
Similarly,, the imaginary terms are given by 
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m + l 1T r _ - rV + co v r
i - ( co -cOv)^ 1 
1^*™ JL ZCcoi-oj^*' ^ ' I Q I ' J(" ^ - j —JtnJrrdtOr 
(D-U5) 
i(-'n(c-^i(srJ-j«vr). 
J ̂  -J(-l) ^ j Q a f r a . ^ J ln̂ ,d0)-f 
•where IP=1, 2$ 3* - - - , and Im means wimaginary part of.« 
%ero of t at gy .—From equations (D-33), (B-l6), and (D-21), it is 
evident that 
k 
A> fT+ in ( - $ ^ L 
(D-Ji7) 
S»CV 
la addition, equations (D-22), (D-21i), and (D-33) indicate that 
t t l+ l i r i ' _ 
F«v.a<T^r+((rv-jur)u i j . . lrn J0 zc^+co
8-)1"*' ; rw" 
k 
^ (Sr j -OV) "™- . 
(D-l»8) 
m+l l t /7\0V-J-
Z VT r̂n m 
IC-Sd- o; "v 
-m 
TO 
m+ m l ,m+i 
TT )0 Z(D^+ CJ^J
m*> * n |Q | q w + 
k 
m cv ^r-yHrj-^r 
12U 
•where BP=1, 2, 3, . 
Zero of t at 8y=fli,»jo>v.—The coefficients for the Taylor series 
expansions of ln(l/(?) and 1II(1/QQ) about sv are, in general, complex 
application of the principles of the preceding sections leads to 
k 
'CS+Sri) } 
3 Z^+J^Fo^jG^ + J l n ^ ^ CD-So) 
^ k 







where ipsl, 2, 3 , *" - - « 
Concluding remarks on contour integrals.—The Afs and B's developed 
abo^e are the terms -which would result if the contour integration were 
made with ln(l/^) and weighting functions instead of first getting the 
F's and Gfs from application of ln(l/aj. In the reflection coefficient 
functions of this study, the left-half s-plane zeros of reflection are 
obtained from the Tchebycheff approximating function while the right-
half s-plane zeros of reflection are quantities to be added to yield 
consistent simultaneous equations or to adjust the tolerance of trans-
mission. Thus, it is seen that the use of In(1/^Q) expansions is 
justified since the zeros and poles of DQ are predetermined by the 




Sample Calculation, No Added Right-half s^plane Reflection Zeros 
Specification of data,—A particularly simple matching problem occurs 
when the source and load networks are equal capacitances and thus have 
transmission zeros at infinity. For illustrative purposes, the data of 
the problem state that n=3 and ^c=l, A sketch of the network arrange-
ment is given in Fig, l-i„ 
OL feL CO 
Calculation of A? and A«-.—-The A-r term for the entire system is 
identical with the A^ term derived from the load network. In the same 
way, the A^ term for the entire system is identical with the Af tern 
derived from the source network« Sketches of circuits for obtaining 
O'-L d"') 
A^ and Af are shown in Fig« 2-E, In this case, Q* and Q,n are the 
same, and a calculation for one suffices for the other. Reference to 
Fig, 2-1 indicates that 




5 + 2 
C|,i W± 
The methods of Appendix B indicate that Ay=^=2a It follows that 
ow c?4 A^ r2, 
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Source Network Matching Network Load Network 
Figo 1-Eo Simple System of Networks 
ISl 
Qz —> 
in. i fcrTTio 
zxn—*• 
2 
(a) Source Network (b) Load Network 




1 fd. Tt: 1 fd. in 
Fig« 3-Eo Complete Network 
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Calculation of hyperbolic functions of a and b„—From equations (106) 
and (109) with ̂ =0, there results 
n s inh a - s inhb , n \ \ 
l~ sinir/6 + //Z_ rJ ' 
i 
k 
9 sin ha, * sinhb \nS~, . 
£~ ^inTf/A -t-^S r̂j sinTf/e 
(E-3) 
(B-U) 
Since the greatest possibility for gain occurs in the absence of right-
half s-plane zeros of reflection, the summations of the s .'s in 
equations (E-3) and (E-U) are set equal to zeroe TShen a simultaneous 
solution is made, the results are a=0o88lii, 0=0,0000, sinh a==ls0000, 
cosh a=l.UlU2, sinh b=0o0000, and cosh bsl.0000. 
Calculation of Q-, and Z-y ,—The pole and zero locations are found from 
equations (100) and (101) as 
Sp\ - - 0,5000: +• j 1,2530 ] {*-$) 
Sps=- 10000 4 \Q.OOOO 
$$>*>=-0.5000 - i. 2,530 
So{= .G.QOOO+j 0*8660 \ (2-6) 
S0%= 0 .0000+ j 0 .0000 V 
s ^ o.oooo-ja8&6oj. 
When the poles and zeros are arranged to for® the denominator 
and nufflerator of pw, the result is 
?,= h S
3+ 0.755 (E-7) 
Ss+2.S*-+2.75s-hl.75 
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The value of ̂ !==-l at s=C0o In order for ̂  to be equal to o< at 
infinity, the value of h==~l in equation (E-7). The value of Z]_ is 
found by equation (11*8) as 
7 f<)- ZsXl+ 2$+ l 7 s <B-8) 
[X J~Zsi+Zs*-+3.5s + \.75' ' 
from which 
\/f<]_ 2,S*H-2.S*'4-3.5S4l.7g # (1-9) 
] ^ J~ % S a 4 Z S 4 1.75 
Determination of the network values.—-Since the form of the complete 
network and the values of the two end elements are known, it is possible 
to determine the matching network values either by starting at one end 
and extracting elements of a ladder network until the other end is 
reached or by starting at each end with the extraction process and 
working toward the middle. The first method is used here* 
The complete network must start with a shunt capacitance of one 
farad. (This is the first element of the known load network.) The 
continued fraction technique for obtaining the ladder form of networks 
yields 
YMS S-H *- 1 0> 
1.14-ZS+J 
S 4 | 
which indicates that the second element of the complete system or the 
first element of the matching network is a series inductance of l0lii2 
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henrys» Sine;© n=3, the lalii2 henry inductance is the only element of 
the matching section. The complete network is shown in Fig. 3-E. The 
upper and lower limits of [̂ J in the pass band are O.llA and zero, 
respectively, 
gample Calculation, Added Simple Eight-half s-plane Reflection Zero 
Specification of data.—In the next example, the source network consists 
of a one henry series inductance, while the load network consists of a 
shunt capacitance of one farad and a series inductance of two henrys. 
The data of the problem state that re=k and 6) =1. A sketch of the 
network arrangement is shown in Fig* h-ft* 
CO ^ 
Calculation of the A terms,—In this example, two A°° terms are found 
from the load network, and one A00 terra is found from the source network,, 
The methods of Appendix B yield values of A^=2, A^=-l/3, and Ay=2. 
Calculation of hyperbolic functions of a and b and calculation of €s ..— 
leferehe© to equations (106), (107), and (109) indicates that a simul-
taneous solution of the gain integral equations for this example cannot 
be obtained unless added right-half s-plane reflection zeros are 
introduced/ If it is assumed that there are to be no added double 
reflection zeros (i,e9,(f==0) and that a simple zero on the positive 
axis is used, equations (106), (10?), and (109) reduce to 





•f — — - } 
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Fige lHB« Simple System of Networks 
Figo 5-E. Partially Reduced letwork 
-'UŴ  •^w^r^ 
2 hy. 
Fig. 6-E. Network with Type G Section 
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7 - s i n h c i + sinhfr , O^P (E-13) 
smTT/8 
•where ̂  is a point on the positive real axis* 
A simultaneous solution of equations (E-ll) through (E-13) yields 
1=0.3971*, b=0o0000,^=0eli671, sinh a=0oii079, sinh 3a=l,k9£0, cosh a= 
1.0800, cosh 3a=L7986, sinh b=0„0000, sinh 3b=Go0000, cosh b=1.0000, 
m& cosh 3*0=4,0000, 
Calculation of g^ and Z^«~The location of the Tchebycheff poles and 
zeros of p-j. a r @ found from equations (100) and (101) as 
Sp\= 0 . 0 0 0 0 + j 0«9Z39 ^ (8-Hi) 
Sf%=O.OOOo+jQ. 3827 1 
S^3=O.0OO0-jO.38Jl7 f 
Sp4- O.OOOO-j0.92 3 9 J 
S0, =-0.15G t + j 0.997 8^ *- t f ) 
S o l=-0.37§8 + j O . 4 l 3 3 
So3 = - 0 . 3 7 6 B - I 0 . 4 | 3 3 
Sj* = -O.I56l - j O . 9 ^ 7 8 ; . 
A denominator formed from the poles of equations (E-lli) and a numerator 
formed from the zeros of equations (S-l£) would result in a reflection 
coefficient -which has the proper magnitude at real frequencies, item-
ever, the effect of the added zero of reflection at s=0.1*671 must be 
accounted for. The factors [(s-Opli671)(s+Oo 1*671)] appear in the 
numerator of £>p and the factors [(s+0oU67i')(s+0.t67i)] appear in the 
denominator of Q^0 The above factors are used in conjunction with 
factors formed from the zeros and poles of equations (E-lk) and (15-15) 
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to obtain 
^ (s6 + Xsr + Z.78i8s^ Z.^3£ + 
I.4-704S*- + O. ̂ 8 7 0 5 -f 0.0696) 
Since the element of the source network is a shmnt capacitance and -q^sl 
at a=a>» fc=-l in equation (E-16). The expression for %^ is 
(2,Sr4- Z ^ + Z.5636s34 l.5G36s*+ '»-l7) 
Q.4870s4* 0.0.96,9 j  
(Zsfei- Zs*-h S.B636s* + 2.5636s^ 
1.377ZS*+ 0.4870s + 0.04Z3 ) 
Determination of network values,,—The continued fraction technique can 
be used to extract successively the shunt capacitance and the series 
inductance which sake up the load network. The network remaining after 
the load network is removed contains elements which contribute to two 
zeros of transmission at infinity and one zero of transmission at s=t» 
One of the zeros at infinity must be reserved for the source network, 
while the other zero at infinity and the zero at "S are eontalned within 
the matching network. 
It is immaterial which zero of transmission in the matching net-
work is considered first„ For illustrative purposes, the element lead-
ing to a zero of transmission at infinity is removed first. After the 
elements of the load network are extracted, the continued fraction 
technique indicates that the first element of the matching network is a 
shunt capacitance equal to 1*2767 farads, then the capacitance is 
removed, the remaining impedance Z-̂ a is given by 
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7 = (.0-7633 S3+ 0.78333%- 0.4-O24-S + a096S) (B-18) 
lCL (0.3y65"s*> O.Z66 5"S 4- 0.04-2,3 ) 
A sketch of the network at this stage is shown in Fig. 5*-I. 
A Darlington type G section is used to produce the transmission 
zero ai$, The position of the type C section is shown in Fig, 6-g. 
At sss\f (in this case, 0,1*672), the shunt M-C branch reduces to a short 
circuit. Thus, Z- (S)=2ol!>lli, which is also the impedance of L at 
Br==Q0U672o In 1^ of It.60̂ 7 henrys results. When L̂ . is removed from 
% a s ^® expression is 
~7 = (-Q.^06 s
3 - 0.^4-0 <£*+ Q, ZQ74-S + Q. Q969) ^ * -19) 
^ l b " (0.376 5s*4-.0. 266 5s + Q.04Z3J / 
At s=s0o 1*672, ty. (the reciprocal of ZyJ) equals the admittance of the 
Sff-C branch, which i s 
Y -
/ -S/M 
i S * - I /ISAC , 
(1-20) 
5 
where l / i O ^ 2 (or [0.^672]2J (1*3). The value of M i s found to be 
1.6663 henrys, and that of C i s 2„7!>05> farads . By using these values, 
i t i s seen tha t 
Y, 
/ 0 . 6 O O I \ 05-21) 
M-C y S * " O.ZI8Zj 
The admittance of equation (E-21) can be subtracted from Y-j-̂  to yield 
% c * ^ ® corresponding Z^c is given by 
13U 
Z,c = 4.BSS4S + Z.Z88 6 . (3-22) 
It is seen that Z^c is a series combination of a k»$99h henry inductance 
and a 2,2886 ohm resistance„ 
Through use of close-coupled relationships of the Darlington type 
C section shown in Fig. l£, it is found that L ~2o6108 henrys, 
t»£sQ.9hk$ henrys, and Lg—2»939U henrys, When the complex impedance 
associated -with 1L. is subtracted from Z, , % "becomes 
Z,d = Z.2.886s + 2.£886 , (B-23) 
which represents a 2.2886 henry inductance in series with a 2.2886 ohm 
resistance0 In order for a one-ohm resistance to be used as the 
generator resistance, an ideal transformer of turns ratio 1|1.J>128 must 
he inserted at some point between the one-ohm resistance and the right-
hand side of the network. By inserting the transformer between 1. and 
%d> ^ @ source network is reconstructed,, The final steps leading to 
a complete system are shown in Figo 7-E» The upper and lower limits of 
|£-jrl i n the pass band are 0,Sll9 and zero, respectively. 
Staple Calculation, Added Double Eight-half s-plane Reflection Zero 
General. —-When the source and load networks have the same (or numerical-
ly equal) first elements, the lower limit of |^| is zero unless double 
reflection zeros are used. It is recalled that a zero lower limit of 
IQ-JJ may not be desirable from a matching standpoint. Double right-half 
s-plane reflection zeros are available to raise the lower limit of \Q1\ » 
As is pointed out in the text, this process reduces the ripple hut also 
reduces the gain» A compromise between gain and tolerance must be 
-n mmrv r-^nrvp Hpm^-
2.2886 hy. 2.6108 hy .J ) lj.6057 by. 
>.2886X1 " l o 6 6 6 3 ^ V 1.2767 f d ? 






ĵ r 1.6663 hy.X 
2.2886X1 
'•Q.SMiS b y 3 72-9391* ^ 
2 hy. 
2o7505 fd X 
T 
1,2767 fd. 1 fd. ^-2 
Fig. 7-E. Development of Final Network 
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accepted when double zeros of reflection are added. The sample calcula-
tion of this section uses the source and load networks of the first 
example in order to show coMparative data„ 
Specification of data.—The network arrangement of Fig. 1-E shows the 
0)00 
element values for the load and source networks. As before, Af=2, 
w* 
AT==2, n=3, and co=l. In addition, (f, the added double zero point, is 
chosen 0»25« 
Calculation of hyperbolic functions of a and ba-Hffhen 0^=0.25, equations 
and (109) reduce to 
\ _ si n h CL - si n h b (s-2l) 
S i n T T / 6 
2 - s inha 4 sinhb . tt-2^) 
Y m T T / t e '••• 
A simultaneous solution yields a=0,6931, b=0,2U7S, sinh a=0*7£bu, 
cosh a=l92500, sinh b=Q.2$00, and cosh b=1.3078«. 
Calculation of P-. and Z-,a-—The Tchebycheff pole and zero locations of 
£]_ are given by 
Spi = - 0 . 3 7 5 0 + J L 0 8 2 ^ 1 (B-26) 
Spa,* - 0 . 7 5 0 0 + j 0.0 0 0 0 V 
S p s = - 0 . 3 7 5 O - j U O 8 2 F j > 
' % t = - 0 . 1 2 , 5 0 + J O . 8 9 2 7 } (B-27) 
5o^= - 0 . ^ 5 " 0 0 + j O.OOOOV 
S03- - 0 . IZ50 -J0 .89Z7J . 
The factors [(B-O.2?J.(S-0.2£)] are incorporated into the numerator of 
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Q--..JP and the factors [(s+0«2£)(s+Qo2£)] are incorporated into the 
denominator of Q . The values of a, and the corresponding Z-j are 
_ (S*+ 0.6a7S-S3-Q,ZQ3IS^-Q>0463s +Q.QIZ7) (1-28) 
7 „ (ZS
4 +ZS 3 +£.ZI87S Z +0.65S35 + 0.0488; (B-2'9) 
i (Zs 5^ Zs4H-3.37S'0s34t.8 IZ5S*+G.5625s+0.074Z) 
Determination of net-work values«,—The technique of obtaining the 
circuit values is much the same as that employed in the second exastple. 
After the one farad capacitance of the load network is removed, the 
remaining network contains two zeros of transmission at infinity and 
one zero- of transmission at s=0o2f>„ One of the transmission zeros at 
infinity is caused by the source network, -while the other transmission 
zero at infinity and the transmission zero at 0«2£ are caused by 
elements in the matching network* Hence, the matching network is made 
up of a series inductance and a Darlington type C section. It is 
immaterial which is removed first as far as the realizability of the 
network is concerned, although different orders of removal result in 
different element values<, If the series inductance is removed first, 
the elements of the network can be evaluated as shown in Fig. 8-1. 
The upper and lower limits of |QJ in the pass band are 0»3173 smoV 
Qo2065, respectivelyo Reference to the results of the first example 
indicates the extent to which the limits of \QJ are changed by the 
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Fig* 8-1. Final Network 
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